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ABSTRACT
THE CYBERSPACE DOMAIN: PATH TO A NEW SERVICE? by Col Eric J. Denny, United
States Air Force, 65 pages.
Cyberspace is a contested domain. Characteristics of the domain inspire a variety of actors to
conduct operations in and through cyberspace. US and foreign government policy officials are
focused on creating strategies and norms to reduce current risks through cyberspace to national
interests. The Department of Defense has designated cyberspace a war fighting domain as a
mechanism to facilitate organizing cyber forces like land, air, and sea forces. There are services
with lead responsibility for the land, air, and sea domains. Does this fact suggest a separate
service responsible for cyberspace will evolve? This monograph examines US cyber forces
organizational constructs and explores organizational change mechanisms, environmental
conditions, and actor motivations that might lead to establishment of a separate Cyber Force.
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INTRODUCTION
Cyberspace will turn 44 years old in 2013. The word itself, cyberspace, came into being
in the 1980s. 1 Military cyberspace operations date back to the 1991 Persian Gulf War.2 The
Department of Defense (DoD) declared cyberspace a war fighting domain in 2005, making it the
fifth alongside land, sea, air, and space. The 2011 DoD Strategy for Operating in Cyberspace
states cyberspace was declared a domain as an organizing concept necessary to organize, train,
and equip cyber forces like air, land, and sea forces. 3 Air, land, and sea forces are represented by
independent Service branches. This raises the question, do we need a separate Cyber Force?
This paper examines if designation of cyberspace as a war fighting domain will lead to
the establishment of a separate Cyber Force. The focus of study is on the process behind
significant organizational change in the US military and factors that affect the motivation of
actors to seek a separate service including personal aspirations and organizational effectiveness.
The paper will not address specific arguments for or against the creation of a separate Cyber
Force. 4 At this time it appears that the US government’s proclivity towards incremental change
along with positive characteristics of the current organizational construct will undercut calls for a
separate Cyber Force. The relatively short history of the current cyber forces organizational
1

Attributed to science fiction author William Gibson.

2

Richard Clarke, and Robert Knake, Cyber War: The Next Threat to National Security
and What to Do About It (New York: HarperCollins, 2010).
3

U.S. Department of Defense, Department of Defense Strategy for Operating in
Cyberspace, July 2011, 5, http://www.defense.gov/news/d20110714cyber.pdf (accessed 15
February 2013).
4

Publicly expressed advocacy for a separate Cyber Force does exist. For a culture based
argument see Gregory Conti and John Surdu, “Army, Navy, Air Force, and Cyber—Is it Time for
a Cyberwarfare Branch of Military?” AInewsletter 12 no. 1 (Spring 2009): 14-18,
http://www.rumint.org/gregconti/publications/2009_IAN_12-1_conti-surdu.pdf (accessed 23
April 2013).
1

structure within DoD precludes a clear cut picture of factors that will affect motivation however,
which indicates it will be useful to re-examine the question posed by this paper at least every
decade. Because the record of performance of cyber organizations is short, final consideration is
given to future events that could lead to a separate Cyber Force including the rise of organic
cyber leaders to four-star rank within the Services and a future war in which cyberspace
operations have major impact on the US.
This monograph begins with a contextual examination of cyberspace to develop
understanding of the domain and then examines the organizational change process and factors
that affect motivation to seek a separate Cyber Force. Section one consists of a definition of
cyberspace and examination of characteristics of cyberspace which make the domain attractive
for military operations. Section two explores the contested nature of cyberspace and current
trends in US, Russian, and Chinese strategic thinking about cyberspace. Section three explores
the organizational change process within the US Government by reviewing observations on the
historical example of the Air Force. Section four explores evolution of the organizational change
process after the establishment of the Air Force and how this may preclude a separate Cyber
Force. Section five reviews the current cyber force structure, focusing on US Cyber Command
(USCYBERCOM), created by the Secretary of Defense in 2009 and currently led by General
Keith Alexander. Section four also examines the evolution of cyber forces since 2009 to identify
how the force construct and timing will affect the case for a separate Cyber Force. Section six
examines whether motivational factors including personal aspirations and organizational
effectiveness will underpin or undercut calls for a separate Cyber Force. 5

5

There are six appendices included which provide expanded exploration of cyberspace
and force structures for those interested in deeper exploration of the domain.
2

Early writing on cyberspace topics from the 1970s, exemplified by Howard Franks report
for the Advanced Research Projects Agency (ARPA) and Star Roxanne Hiltz and Murray
Turoff’s The Network Nation, consist largely of technical writings on computer networking
solutions and futurist musings on the social and collaborative effects cyberspace would have on
society. 6 The first widely publicized warning that cyberspace was weaponizable appeared in 1990
and spurred a slew of texts throughout the 1990s addressing “information warfare” by authors
such as Winn Schwartau and Heidi and Alvin Toffler. 7 Examination of cyberspace defense topics
by think tanks, universities, and US Government entities also expanded at this time coincident
with expanding US Policy-maker attention to cyberspace. Influential writers include Martin
Libicki, Paul Rosenzweig, and James Lewis. 8 Foreign nations also paid attention to cyberspace in

6

Howard Frank, “The Practical Impact of Recent Computer Advances on the Analysis
and Design of Large Scale Networks,” Network Analysis Corporation report prepared for
Advanced Research Projects Agency, December 1973,
http://www.dtic.mil/dtic/tr/fulltext/u2/777738.pdf (accessed 24 April 2013); also Starr Roxanne
Hiltz and Murray Turoff, The Network Nation: Human Communication Via Computer, rev. ed.
(Cambridge, Mass.: The MIT Press, 1993).
7

National Research Council Staff, Computers at Risk: Safe Computing in the Information
Age (Washington, DC: National Academies Press, 1990), 7-8,
http://site.ebrary.com.lumen.cgsccarl.com/lib/carl/docDetail.action?docID=10056738 (accessed 3
February 2012); also Winn Schwartau, Information Warfare: Chaos on the Electronic
Superhighway (Thunder’s Mouth Press, May 1994); also Alvin and Heidi Toffler, War and AntiWar (New York: Warner Books, 1993).
8

Martin C. Libicki and RAND Corporation, Conquest in Cyberspace: National Security
and Information Warfare (New York: Cambridge University Press, 2007), http://carl.summon.
serialssolutions.com/document/show?id=FETCHMERGED-carl_catalog_3635251&s.q=
Conquest+in+Cyberspace%3A+National+Security+ and+Information+Warfare&spellcheck=true
(accessed 12 September 2012); also Paul Rosenzweig, The Alarming Trend of Cybersecurity
Breaches and Failures in the US Government (Washington DC: The Heritage Foundation, May
24, 2012) http://www.heritage.org/research/reports/2012/05/the-alarming-trend-of-cybersecuritybreaches-and-failures-in-the-us-government (accessed 24 April 2013); also James Lewis,
Cybersecurity Two Years Later: A Report of the CSIS Commission on Cybersecurity for the 44th
Presidency (Washington, DC: Center for Strategic and International Studies, 2011).

3

the 1990s, with particular interest in the role of information warfare in the success of the US
military invasion to liberate Kuwait. Increasing numbers of translated original texts as well as
overviews such as Timothy Thomas’ Recasting the Red Star, and Jeffrey Carr’s Inside Cyber
Warfare, are available. 9 This monograph is heavily influenced by Gregory Rattray’s Strategic
Warfare in Cyberspace due to his extensive treatment of the topic and because many of Rattray’s
comments or recommendations appear to be reflected in current cyberspace policy documents.10
In the last decade, successive iterations of cyberspace policy documents have been
published and the topics covered have grown considerably in scope. A large amount of focus is
recently given to cyberspace defense, cyberspace vulnerabilities, and deterrence strategy
development. There is a lack of information in the open source environment on US offensive
capabilities other than news article reporting on malware attributed to the US. Examination of
cyberspace forces organization has been conducted by think tanks and government entities such
as RAND Corporation and the Government Accountability Office. Additionally, there has been a
significant increase in both commercial and military professional journal articles on cyberspace
organization, threats, and policy topics in recent years. David Hollis’ “USCYBERCOM: The
Need for a Combatant Command versus a Subunified Command,” is a particularly notable
example of such writings. 11 Considerable attention has been also been given to cyberspace topics
by military monographs, with topics including contextual understanding of cyberspace warfare

9

Timothy Thomas, Recasting the Red Star: Russia Forges Tradition and Technology
through Toughness (Fort Leavenworth: Foreign Military Studies Office, 2011); also Jeffrey Carr,
Inside Cyber Warfare (Sebastopol: O’Reilly-Media, 2013)
10

Gregory Rattray, Strategic Warfare in Cyberspace (Cambridge, MA: Massachusetts Institute of
Technology, 2001).
11

David M. Hollis, “USCYBERCOM: The Need for a Combatant Command Versus a
Subunified Command,” Joint Forces Quarterly 58 (3d quarter 2010): 48-54,
http://www.ndu.edu/press/USCYBERCOM.html (accessed 7 April 2013).
4

concepts, military operations, threats, and organizational issues. Congressional testimony,
newspaper articles, and leader speeches were relied on for examination of recent developments
among US Government cyberspace organizations. Richard Clarke’s Cyber War: The Next Threat
to National Security and What to Do About It, is useful as an overview of cyberspace concepts
and policy issues. 12
Recently, authors such as Jeffrey Carr have used the pervasive nature of cyberspace to
facilitate their research using “open source” intelligence and “crowd sourcing” techniques to
explore the vast amount of information available on the Internet. Future examination will (and
should) probably rely even more on cyberspace tools to conduct research. One such currently
feasible (but probably economically unaffordable) example would be to harness “big data”
analytics in conjunction with the “natural language” processing capabilities of IBM’s Watson
System to both suggest and examine cyberspace topics utilizing information quantities too large
for effective human processing.

12

Clarke and Knake, Cyber War: The Next Threat to National Security and What to Do About It.
5

CYBERSPACE DOMAIN BACKGROUND
The adjective “new” appears quite often in recently published monographs and news
articles that discuss cyberspace as a warfighting domain. “New to you” or “newly declared” are
more appropriate terms, however, as cyberspace and conflict within it may be young, but not
new. Operations in cyberspace go back to the 1991 Persian Gulf War. 13 The US government put
out the first cyberspace policy in 1998, and the Air Force added cyberspace to its mission
statement in 2005. Some mission sets in cyberspace are fairly mature including: Information
Operations, Electronic Warfare and to a lesser extent Network Attack. 14 The likely reason so
many observers are inclined to use the word “new” is because either elements of the current
cyberspace have gone by various other names over the last two decades or else they have not
been paying attention to the domain until recently. The following section begins with the
definition of cyberspace and then examines characteristics of operations in cyberspace in order to
develop understanding of the domain before exploring the current cyberspace operating
environment. 15
Definition of Cyberspace
Cyberspace is defined by DoD as “A global domain within the information environment
consisting of the interdependent network of information technology infrastructures, including the
Internet, telecommunications networks, computer systems and embedded processors and
13

Clarke and Knake, Cyber War: The Next Threat to National Security and What to Do
About It, 34.
14

Cyberspace and Information Operations (IO) appear to be diverging in some sense as
the 2012 Unified Command Plan transferred responsibility for IO from USSTRATCOM to the
Joint Staff.
15

See Appendix A for a review of the history of computer networking and the Internet.
6

controllers.” 16 Embedded in the short definition of cyberspace are several complex concepts
which foster confusion if one has not previously spent time thinking about the topic. Information
can be transmitted between users in analog or digital form; as differentials of electrical signals
over wires or photons in fiber optic cables, or as amplitude or frequency modulation patterns of
electromagnetic waves between a variety of transmitter and receiver types including radios,
satellites, microwave antennas, cellular antennas, etc. The Internet (as well as telecommunication
systems) consists of physical structures as well as protocol standards. It is accessed via cabled or
electromagnetic wave connections (wireless), through telephone, satellite, cable, cellular, or radio
systems. Information is transmitted in forms defined by established protocols and facilitated by
software programs written for laypersons. Computer systems come in ever expanding varieties
including smart phones, tablets, laptops, PCs, and servers. Embedded processors and controllers
are present in computers, environmental support systems, traffic systems, electrical grid control
systems, nuclear power plants, aircraft, tanks, automobiles, refrigerators, etc. Today, within the
Department of Defense, there are more than 15,000 networks and approximately 25,000 servers

16

Department of Defense, Joint Publication (JP) 1-2, Dictionary of Military and
Associated Terms (Washington, DC: Government Printing Office, 2012), 77,
http://ra.defense.gove/documents/rtm/jp1_02.pdf (accessed 29 January 2013). RAND Corp gives
credit for this definition to former DDS Gordon England (12 May 2008).The information
environment (IE) is the “aggregate of individuals, organizations, and systems that collect process,
disseminate, or act on information,” 148. JP 3-13 defines three dimensions of the IE: physical,
informational, and cognitive. The 2011 JP1-2 listed the definition of information as “1. Facts,
data, or instructions in any medium or form. 2. The meaning that a human assigns to data by
means of the known conventions used in their representation,” 175. The definition has been
removed from the 2012 version. JP 3-13 on information: Information is a strategic resource, vital
to national security, and military operations depend on information and information systems for
many simultaneous and integrated activities. Additionally, in the 2012 version, the definition of
information operations condensed the 2011 phrase, “The integrated employment of the core
capabilities of electronic warfare, computer network operations, military information support
operations, military deception, and operations security,” 175. To “The integrated employment,
during military operations, of information-related capabilities,” 148.
7

visible to the Internet supporting roughly 3.7 million cyber-credentialed people. 17 The reach and
infiltration of cyberspace is projected to increase at an exponential rate (in some categories), such
that by 2025 there may be 5.5 billion global users and 50 billion devices accessing information
available on 3 billion host servers. 18
Characteristics of Cyberspace Operations
Cyberweapons, of course, have neither the precision of a drone nor the immediate,
horrifying destructive power of the Bomb. Most of the time, cyberwar seems cool and
bloodless, computers attacking computers. 19
―David Sanger, The New York Times
Cyberspace exists across all the other domains of warfare. The simplest explanation for
this is because cyberspace is based on communication of data, information, and instructions; an
inextricable element of operations in every domain. Operations on the data, information, and
instructions passed in cyberspace can have digital (monitor, steal, alter, destroy), kinetic (due to
automation of machine controls) and cognitive (influence) effects. In addition, operations
targeting the network infrastructure can be used to disrupt, deny and degrade friendly use and
transfer of information. These operations can be and are applied offensively, defensively, and in
support roles in any of the domains of land, air, sea, or space. The fact that cyberspace exists

17

House Armed Services Committee, Statement by Teresa M. Takai Department Of
Defense Chief Information Officer Before the House Armed Services Committee Subcommittee on
Emerging Threats and Capabilities on Fiscal Year 2013 Budget Request for Information
Technology and Cyber Operations Programs, March 20, 2012,
http://armedservices.house.gov/index.cfm/files/serve?File_id=d6d557bc-a941-49e0-996ad29cf376fb0d (accessed 6 April 2013).
18

Mark T. Maybury, “Air Force Cyber Vision 2025,” Powerpoint Briefing (17 July 2012):
slide 6, http://www.afa.org/events/Breakfasts/MayburyPPT.pdf (accessed 30 January 2013).
19

David Sanger, “Mutually Assured Cyberdestruction?” The New York Times, June 2,
2012, http://www.nytimes.com/2012/06/03/sunday-review/mutually-assuredcyberdestruction.html?pagewanted=all (accessed 6 April 2013).
8

across the other domains of warfare mean all the military services are necessarily vitally
interested in it. There are several characteristics of operations in cyberspace that make military
action in the domain particularly attractive both to the US and to potential adversaries. These
characteristics include: commercial nature of the domain, low barrier to entry, access, speed and
range, ambiguity of attribution, and potential for asymmetric effects.
Commercial Nature of the Domain
The vast majority of networks and critical infrastructure in cyberspace are owned by
private enterprises. A RAND Corp study points out, “the terrain of cyberspace is
heterogeneous—commercial, civil, and military; domestic, foreign, multinational, and global.” 20
The Internet, a significant element of cyberspace, is facilitated by infrastructure provided by
private carriers known as Internet Service Providers (ISPs). In the US this includes such
companies as AT&T and Verizon. 21 There are varying tiers of ISPs, but they are all private and
connect homes and businesses, as well as government networks to the Internet. In addition to
infrastructure providers, most government entities rely on purchase of commercial off the shelf
(COTS) networking devices to operate their internal networks. This category of devices includes
items such as Cisco or Netgear routers, modems, and Wi-Fi transceivers. Further, computing
devices themselves including servers, desktops, laptops, and mobile devices are largely purchased
from commercial vendors vice dedicated military acquisition programs. Many software programs
used by the military are also commercially produced. This includes operating systems like
Microsoft Windows and applications such as Adobe Acrobat. Finally, many traditionally military

20

Mesic et. al., Air Force Cyber Command (Provisional) Decision Support, 11.

21

Clarke and Knake, Cyber War: The Next Threat to National Security and What to Do
About It, 74.
9

produced and operated services are now obtained commercially to some degree. This includes
satellite communication bandwidth and imagery, as well as increased reliance on contractors to
support military operations in combat zones. The large role the commercial sector plays in
cyberspace has implications for military operations.
Commercial hardware and software can be the source of significant vulnerabilities.
Jeffery Carr, in Cyber Warfare, illustrates this point with a discussion of the Chinese company
Huawei, closely linked to the PRC government and suspected of participating in Chinese cyber
operations. Huawei successfully merged with the US Symantec Corp and then subsequently won
contracts providing hardware and software to the US government. Carr points out potential
security threat examples including malicious code passed to Huawei hardware through updates or
the insertion of backdoors into the hardware during production.22 The large commercial presence
in the domain also complicates strategy and targeting for the military. Dual use infrastructure and
services such as Internet ISPs and lease of bandwidth from commercial communication satellites
by the military raise difficult questions about whether they become valid targets because they
enable military action. The significant commercial nature of cyberspace will continue to present
vulnerability and policy challenges for military operators and strategists.
Low Barrier to Entry
The US has built a peerless conventional force at enormous expense that adversaries are
interested in bypassing. PLA Army Colonels Liang and Xiangsui in Unrestricted Warfare
highlight the incredible cost of US weapons systems such as the F-22 and the need to avoid the

22

Carr, Inside Cyber Warfare, 214-215.
10

economic trap of developing similar platforms. 23 A 2011 Government Accountability Office
study highlighted the fact that technical and economic barriers to entry into the cyber domain are
low. 24 Commercially available and extremely affordable computer hardware, cheap and widely
available access to the Internet, and the wide availability of information underpin this low barrier.
Additionally, diverse and widely available forms of available human labor contribute to the low
barrier to entry into cyberspace operations. In post-industrial societies where production
efficiencies reduce the number of low skilled factory jobs, competitive advantage between
workers lies in the exploitation of their brain power. The size of the potential labor pool within a
nation or for hire abroad will limit the cost of cyber knowledge in developing economies. In the
information age, knowledge work is treated as a commodity to be bought as cheaply as
possible. 25 In addition to the availability and low cost of labor, some states such as Russia and
China are leveraging nationalistic youth movements and hacker unions to conduct cyberspace
operations. The Russian government and intelligence agencies also utilize well known ties with
criminal organizations to extend cyberspace operations. 26 These policies in essence provide the
governments concerned with an essentially cost free cyber work force augmentation.
One effect of the low cost of entry is a significant increase in the range of conflict and in
the number of potential actors. Capitalizing on operations in cyberspace allows nations to
23

Qiao Liang and Wang Xiangsui, Unrestricted Warfare (Beijing: PLA Literature and
Arts Publishing House, February 1999), 10-33, http://www.cryptome.org/cuw.htm (accessed 6
April 2013).
24

GAO, “Defense Department Cyber Efforts: DOD Faces Challenges in its Cyber
Activities,” 1.
25

Brett Glass, “Smart, Happy People Make for Good Security,” Boardwatch 13, no. 11
(1999): 164-166, http://search.proquest.com/docview/225533273?accountid=28992 (accessed 6
April 2013).
26

Carr, Inside Cyber Warfare, 90-91, 130.
11

partially bypass the establishment of large, heavily equipped armed forces and still have
capability to initiate conflict with powerful actors like the US. State sponsored cyberspace forces
are thus joined by disgruntled insiders, hack-tivists (hacker activists), non-state political
organizations, criminal networks, corporations, and terrorists. Jeffrey Carr detailed cyber
operations efforts currently active in 25 countries and noted his list was incomplete due to
publishing deadlines. 27 The low barrier to entry suggests the standup of at least some cyberspace
operational capability is likely to be pursued by the majority of world nations.
The low barrier to entry in cyberspace does not, however, guarantee a country will
develop effective military operations in cyberspace. Effective military application in cyberspace
goes well beyond the capabilities of individual hackers. Gregory Rattray asserts that highly
complex organizations are required to effectively develop cyber attacks that can gain a desired
level of political influence. He compares the large number of targeteers, engineers, and system
analysts as well as crews needed for the strategic bombing campaign in World War II to what
would be needed for strategic cyber attack. 28
Access
There are four elements that make access an important characteristic of cyberspace
operations. The first element is the virtual elimination of borders. Internet development was based
on an open architecture that would allow entities to develop their own network, then, through a

27

Ibid, 243.

28

Gregory Rattray, Strategic Warfare in Cyberspace (Cambridge, MA: Massachusetts
Institute of Technology, 2001), 192, http://books.google.com/books?hl=en&lr=&id
lVbQ4AxfYaMC&oi =fnd&pg=PP1&dq=Strategic+Warfare+in+Cyberspace&ots=
OGA8sGQLiC&sig=Z-QOrM5FTcHxWbkLKE-LkiPTAzk#v=onepage&q=Strategic%
20Warfare%20in%20 Cyberspace&f=false (accessed 12 September, 2012).
12

standard protocol connect it to other networks, the result being a globally connected network of
networks. 29 The interconnectedness of the Internet means traditional political borders of states
have little meaning and actors can reach anywhere a connection to the Internet exists.30 In
addition, individual networks usually have multiple outward facing connection points to the
Internet allowing multiple access points to targets within the network. Further, the
interconnectedness reduces that defensive strength of a system to the weakest (computer) link in
the net. Access is potentially only limited by the “connectedness” of a target to cyberspace. Two
broad examples of targets with limited access via cyberspace include developing countries that
have very little information infrastructure and organizations that isolate their local network from
the internet. The first case is an example of the man-made nature of cyberspace and the second is
a self-imposed limitation in the name of defense.
The second element of access is the inherent vulnerabilities of software programs.
Gregory Rattray warned in 1999, “in today’s environment, governments and military
organizations have little control over the development or diffusion of information
technologies.” 31 Adoption of commercial software programs by military organizations opens
access ports for adversaries to conduct operations within their networks. Programs such as
Microsoft Windows contain tens of millions of lines of code. As Richard Clarke highlights in

29

Cerf, et al., “Brief History of the Internet,” 3-4.

30

This characteristic can be extended to networks that are not connected to the Internet,
but that have access terminals that can be hacked such as “closed” radio and satellite networks. In
Hiltz and Turoff’s The Network Nation (1978) which was written at a time when only a few
government and academic agencies had the ability to participate in what was then called
computer mediated communication, the authors envisioned an interconnected world, “who’s
boundaries are demarcated only by the political decision of those governments that choose not to
become part of an international computer network.”
31

Rattray, Strategic Warfare in Cyberspace, 227.
13

Cyber War, a number of exploitable mechanisms can be accidentally or intentionally inserted into
the code which current production methods fail to detect before release. Once the software is
released, cyber operators hunt out code errors and back doors in the software for exploitation.
Unintentional exploitable errors in software have become known as “zero day” vulnerabilities.
Exploitation of zero day errors is so lucrative it has spawned an industry to uncover and auction
such errors to the highest bidder. 32 The issue is not limited to end user computer operating
systems and applications software. The devices that make up the infrastructure of networks are
also accessible. In late 2012 an attack on DSL modem firmware was discovered in Brazil which
redirected user internet page requests to exploitive Domain Name Servers that effectively allowed
criminals to pilfer banking credentials. It was estimated that millions of internet users were
affected in the country. While users failing to update firmware were a significant cause of the
access, the report indicated that the manufacture design of a widely used chipset was also a factor
in the attack. 33 The example indicates that actors will seek and exploit errors in software and
firmware across the spectrum of devices operating in, or used to operate, networks in cyberspace.
The third element of access in cyberspace is vulnerability of the hardware production
chain. The globalization of computer and network hardware manufacturing has vastly expanded
the number of producers, which limits national control of the production chain. The globalization
allows actors the opportunity to insert malicious hardware and software at the point of
production. This form of access is the cyberspace analogue of the cold war sleeper agent.
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The fourth element of access is exploitation of human psychology. Human curiosity was
exploited to great effect in 2008 when an individual picked up a thumb drive from a CENTCOM
parking lot and inserted it into a government system, allowing malware to transfer data from both
classified and unclassified systems to foreign servers. Along with the damage from loss of data,
the DoD was forced to enact constraining policies such as prohibiting the use of USB memory
drives. 34 Human socialization is also exploited to gain access. Spear phishing techniques entice
users to open files or connect to websites that contain malicious code. This technique involves
some sort of deception that lures the victim into “trusting” the exploit and enticing them to bypass
organizational defense policies either intentionally or unintentionally. 35
The great emphasis DoD is placing on countering nation states’ anti-access, area denial
initiatives in the air, land, and sea domains indirectly highlights the attractiveness of the open
access environment that currently exists in cyberspace. Access issues are likely to change
significantly in the future as the current state of affairs is recognized as a significant vulnerability.
Countries that have the ability are actively limiting the openness of networks. The Chinese have
been working since 2001 to make outside access to their networks significantly more difficult. 36
Iran, target of the Stuxnet Virus, has publicly declared it will attempt to replace the Internet with
a domestic Intranet system. 37 The US military is also seeking to reduce access vulnerabilities
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through initiatives such as the DoD IT Enterprise Strategy and Roadmap. One such initiative will
reduce the number of connection points between DoD networks and the Internet, thereby
reducing the size of the attack surface. 38 As an example, the Air Force implemented network
architectural changes that reduced the number of Internet access points from 140 to 16.39
Organizations will have to make difficult tradeoffs between the collaborative power enabled by
open access networks and restrictive policies required to prevent exploitation, theft or destruction
of their data and systems that process it.
Speed and Range
Speed and range characteristics make operations in cyberspace particularly attractive.
Speed in cyberspace is bounded by the length of time it takes information to travel across the
network it flows on. Since electromagnetic waves travel at near the speed of light and electrical
signals in wires travel at 40 percent the speed of light (at the low end), the time (in an ideal case)
for a signal to traverse the circumference of the earth is under a second.40 Thus the time lapse
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from initiation of an attack until it reaches the target is mentally negligible. Lieutenant Colonel
David Hollis emphasized this point in a 2010 article:
[cyber attacks] occur near the speed of light and in real time, and often can impact the
entire spectrum of the cyberspace domain simultaneously without notice or intelligence
indicators. This instantaneous nature and the ability to attack the entire domain
simultaneously are characteristics that potentially make the cyberspace domain a much
more dangerous and vulnerable domain. 41
The significant advantages of speed and range in cyberspace were also noted by Secretary of
Defense Leon Panetta in 2012 warnings about adversary exploitation of DoD Global Information
Grid vulnerabilities to degrade US military operations.42
Two important points must be made about speed. First, the ability for malicious code to
travel across cyberspace at the speed of light does not mean that malicious routines can be
produced at the speed of light. The widely publicized Stuxnet virus, which New York Times
journalist David Sanger revealed last year as a US produced cyber weapon, was so complicated it
may have taken four years to write the code. 43 Commentators often lament the seeming ease with
which US cyber systems can be exploited or taken down. 44 Both Gregory Rattray and Paul
Rosenzweig suggest the skills necessary to develop and launch complex offensive cyber weapons
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currently only resides in highly sophisticated organizations such as US, Russian, and Chinese
cyber warfare units. 45 If true at the moment, it may not be so forever. Journalist Robert
McGarvey points out that the malware industry is going through business-like price reduction
cycles. He alludes to the fact that botnets may now be available for rent by the hour at costs as
low as several hundred dollars a day. 46 Business innovation, even for nefarious purposes, will
likely result in attack methodologies being packaged and marketed to organizations and
governments interested in operating in cyberspace. In addition, it is probable that organizations
will seek methods to automate code writing to either originate or modify attacks in order to seek
advantage in an environment where maneuver occurs on the scale of microseconds. 47
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Difficulty of Attribution
Programmers have devised a variety of techniques which capitalize on the open
architecture and routing protocols of the Internet to either mask or obfuscate their activities. This
means attribution for cyber-attacks can be difficult if not impossible. Jeffrey Carr in his Open
Source based examination of cyber warfare outlines several examples of attribution difficulties in
Cyberspace. In depth investigation into the origin of 2009 attacks against US and South Korean
government websites illustrates the issue. The South Koreans originally placed blame on North
Korea for the botnet-facilitated attacks. The suspected control server running the botnet, however,
was traced to a private company in London, UK. Further work revealed the actual control server
was located in Miami, Florida and used Virtual Private Network (VPN) routines to implicate the
London server. The location of the malicious servers in the US and UK implicated allies of South
Korea, but did not identify the actual perpetrator of the attack. In addition, it was determined that
the botnet that executed the attacks consisted of more than 150 thousand computers located in 74
countries, making multiple nations unsuspecting accomplices. 48 The current inability to clearly
attribute cyber-attacks greatly complicates the job of political and military leaders to seek redress
or to retaliate. Governments will seek measures to minimize or eliminate this particular
characteristic of cyberspace in the future. For example, the Defense Advanced Research Projects
Agency (DARPA) has initiated Plan X, which amongst other things is an effort to map the entire
Internet. 49 Such a map could help forensic investigators track down the origin of attacks. Also,
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international conventions such as the Budapest Convention on Cybercrime incorporate
cooperative investigation clauses between states. 50 Failure to sign on to such agreements may
better indicate a nation’s hostile cyber intent in a particular incident and could possibly be used as
attribution criteria when an attacked state considers diplomatic or military response to a
cyberattack.
Potential for Asymmetric Effects
The characteristics of cyberspace operations discussed so far are the reason cyberspace
has the potential for asymmetric effects. Asymmetry itself is also what makes it such an appealing
operating environment. As General Alexander puts it, “Cyber represents an alternative; it can
provide kinetic effects while using non-kinetic capabilities.” 51 US dominance in other domains of
warfare also makes cyber operations attractive to potential adversaries. Strategists from near
peers China and Russia carefully studied the 1991 and 2003 US victories over Iraq. The
strategists drew two major conclusions, the US conventional capability would be difficult to
match and that great potential lies in “informationized” warfare.52 Unable to match the
conventional might, states have placed emphasis on developing cyberspace capabilities. The
appeal of cyberspace may be reinforced by self-declared US vulnerabilities and the large volume
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of press covering this topic. 53 Smaller states that may feel pushed around by the US are also
interested in cyberspace. Jan Kallberg offers the example of US Space assets used to monitor the
actions of authoritarian regimes. Such regimes will find the opportunity to directly or indirectly
destroy US space assets through cyberspace attacks attractive due to limited risk of attribution
and traceability. 54 The potential for asymmetric effects in cyberspace will both increase the
number of actors operating in the domain and affect the strategic calculations of those actors,
from individuals to states.
Finally, synergy provided by taking advantage of multiple characteristics of the
cyberspace environment will add motivation for actors to operate in cyberspace. For example,
when the speed and range of cyberspace are combined with access, an attacker can utilize
persistent presence to devise a way to penetrate defenses and then maneuver against them once
into a target. A recent warning from the banking industry illustrates the point: “some cybercriminals are learning from the tactics used by a credit union to detect and thwart them – and they
are coming back in 90 to 120 days with an improved scheme to loot the institution and its
members’ accounts.” 55 The characteristics of cyberspace operations explored above illuminate
why cyberspace operations hold such appeal and are a contributing factor to the current state of
the cyberspace operational environment.
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CYBERSPACE OPERATIONAL ENVIRONMENT
This section focuses attention on the current cyberspace operational environment and
issues that frame the primary discussion of if, when, and how a separate Cyber Force might be
necessary or feasible. First, the contested nature of the cyberspace domain is examined which
shows the domain is very active with military, espionage, and criminal actors. Then, US Chinese
and Russian thinking on cyberspace operations are examined.
A Contested Domain
Cyberspace is a contested domain. A diverse set of actors are engaged in espionage,
covert action, harassment, and criminal activities to achieve political and economic objectives.
Current articles on cybersecurity list several categories of actors/threats in cyberspace including,
nation states, transnational criminal and terrorist organizations, large corporations, insiders, and
hacker groups. 56 Actors are conducting operations against other actors in their category and also
across categories. States are targeting corporations as well as other states. Criminal organizations
are targeting corporations, individuals and some state run entities. Hackers are targeting
corporations and states. The operating environment is complex. Adding to the complexity is the
fact the international community has not clearly defined what constitutes an act of war in
cyberspace. General Keith Alexander in Senate testimony outlined that cyberspace attacks should
be evaluated in terms of the laws of armed conflict and that cyber effects which disrupt or destroy
critical national infrastructure may cross the line and constitute an act of war.57 The lack of
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clarity on what constitutes an act of war is important in general because it increases the chance of
international misunderstandings and may contribute to military escalation that may otherwise be
avoided or mitigated. 58
The DNI outlined two forms of cyberspace threats in the 2013 Worldwide Threat
Assessment brief to Congress; cyberspace attacks and cyberspace espionage. Jeffrey Carr
estimates that over 120 countries are developing cyberspace operations capabilities. 59 Revelation
of the US as originator of the Stuxnet worm, which destroyed Iranian nuclear centrifuges, gave
the US the distinction of being one of the few acknowledged nations to conduct a cyberspace
attack with kinetic effects. Iran joined this group in 2012 with the Shamoon virus that destroyed
data on an estimated 30,000 computers belonging to Saudi Aramco. 60 Iran is also suspected of
conducting disruptive attacks on US banks on Wall Street over the last summer, where at least
140 denial of service attacks have occurred.61 Evidence of Chinese cyberspace attack capabilities
were accidentally and visibly revealed in a Chinese military television program which showed
screen shots of an attack software program. 62 Russian hacktivists believed to be supported by the
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Russian Government disrupted banking services during the 2008 war with Georgia. A Georgian
NATO representative indicated the attacks fomented bank runs threatening the fabric of Georgian
economic stability. 63 The ability to destroy physical assets via their associated computer control
systems continues to evolve. McAfee Corporation reported that researchers were able to locate
several critical infrastructure control devices simply by searching for them on Google. 64
Widespread power outages that degrade or threaten lives by knocking civilization back to preelectrified days for an extended period or rail/aircraft accidents caused by manipulating
transportation control systems cause the greatest concern. 65 Researchers recently demonstrated
the ability to induce wirelessly a high voltage shock to a pacemaker. The potential to kill enemy
combatants via human-machine interfaces is now science fact, not science fiction. 66 US Army
COL Jayson Spade, in a 2012 Monograph on Chinese cyber threats warned:
America must recognize that its superpower status is challenged by the People’s
Republic of China’s cyber power. The United States must use China’s computer network
exploitation capabilities as a minimum standard for developing integrated cyber policy,
security and defense. 67
While the US military may lack peers in the conventional war fighting arena, such advantages in
cyberspace are neither so clearly evident nor guaranteed in the future.
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National espionage exploits in cyberspace have been widely publicized. The Flame and
Gauss malware programs, which are thought to be targeted against Iran are highly sophisticated
pieces of software and included the capability to take screen shots and turn on computer
recording devices. 68 A rising volume of exploits against DoD networks merits attention. Over a
22 month period, Army Cyber Command blocked 400,000 unauthorized access attempts, 4,000
known malicious websites, and 400 email phishing campaigns. 69 Statistics from the other
services tell a similar tale. The defense industrial base has also been the target of espionage for
decades. Recently, large amounts of data were stolen from Joint Strike Fighter subcontractors and
secure teleconferences discussing program technologies were hacked into. 70 Cyber actors are also
attempting to gain advantage by stealing corporate intellectual property. Eric Gross, a senior
security engineer for Google warned that corporations are being targeted by nation states, both
friendly and unfriendly. 71 In addition, US intelligence analysts have implied the Chinese
government encourages hackers to conduct theft of intellectual property from corporations. 72 A
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recent report by Mandiant Corporation linked a threat they designated as Advanced Persistent
Threat 1 (APT1) to the People’s Liberation Army. Mandiant reported APT1 has been active since
2006, stolen hundreds of terabytes of data from 141 organizations, and conducted 1,905
intrusions. 73 Espionage is an age old inter-state practice. The ability to penetrate outside networks
while attempting to protect internal networks will remain an ongoing challenge for nations
operating in cyberspace.
Criminal activity in cyberspace, while primarily a law enforcement issue, has relevance
to military organizations. The participation of DoD enablers in the War on Drugs is an example
of why this is true. The interconnection of DoD cyber forces with law enforcement agencies like
the FBI, indicate the high likelihood of a similar enabling role in defeating cyberspace crimes.
Criminal activity is rampant in cyberspace. According to Symantec Corporation malicious
software production is on the rise, with 1.5 million new pieces fielded in just the first quarter of
2012, one resultant being an estimated 72 percent of Americans have been hacked. No platform
or operating system seems to be able to stay immune. In 2012, Apple’s operating system, widely
thought to be secure, was penetrated by malware known as Flashback. 74 A technique known as
Man-in-the-Browser, which targets web browsers, has been used to steal account information of
individuals from “the cloud.” 75 Mobile devices are a growth area for cybercrime. More than
35,000 malicious Android programs were discovered in 2012. 76 Malware growths rates have
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topped 500 percent over some recent periods. 77 Malware known as Eurograbber facilitated theft
of 36 million Euros from 30,000 accounts by exploiting cell phone SMS authentication tools.
Large volumes of customer information have been stolen from corporations such as Sony and
Citi. 78 Storage of large volumes of data “in the cloud” has resulted in corresponding massive
losses when systems are penetrated. In addition, cyber criminals have exploited previously
mentioned critical infrastructure weakness by extorting utility providers. A McAfee study
reported that one in four power companies globally have been extorted for an estimated hundreds
of millions of dollars. 79 Cybercrime may directly affect DoD in the future. The Defense
Information Services Agency’s (DISA) strategy to move to mobile and cloud computing
paradigms will require robust defenses to prevent data exploitations similar to that suffered by
corporate America. The contested nature of cyberspace is a great threat to global stability. An
environment such as described above requires norms and legal structures to counter destabilizing
forces. 80 Understanding that cyberspace is a contested environment, examination now turns to
military thinking on war and operations in cyberspace.
Strategic Cyber War and Cyberspace Operations Thinking
Sun Tzu adages appear to be influencing current thoughts on cyberspace strategy. He
opens his oft cited and revered text with an admonition: “Warfare is the greatest affair of the
state, the basis of life and death, the Way to survival or extinction. It must be thoroughly
77
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pondered and analyzed.” 81 While this may be true in many ways, it sets the stage for the rest of
his work to cast Platonic shadows into the cave military strategists inhabit. One such shadow of
particular interest to cyberspace strategists is his declaration, “[s]ubjugating the enemy’s army
without fighting is the true pinnacle of excellence.” 82 This declaration entices the strategist to
believe, if he is just smart enough to figure it out, that there is a way to defeat your enemy without
enduring the bloody clashing of armies. The advent of aircraft lured early airpower strategists to
believe that bombing enemy populations or industrial production centers, could break the will of
the people or leadership and force an enemy to capitulate before millions died on the battlefield.
But events in WWII showed that civilian casualties strengthened resolve, mass production
facilities could be put underground or dispersed, and the war appetite of ambitious leaders was
not curbed. The goal of imposing political will, when the struggle has devolved to military means,
without bloody retribution by the adversary remains elusive. The domain of cyberspace has
offered strategists a new realm to once again consider this grand dream. This section reviews US,
Chinese, and Russian thinking on Strategic Cyber War.
Strategists have been considering war and warfare in cyberspace since at least the close
of the 1991 Gulf War between the US led coalition and Iraq. Military strategists in Russia and
China examined the resounding and rapid victory over Iraq’s feared army in search of lessons to
be applied to their own situations. 83 The strengths and weaknesses of cyberspace were a major
area of focus. In the intervening years thought by a variety of actors has been put into what is now
called cyberspace and cyber operations, but has also been called Information Warfare, Network
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Warfare, Net-centric Warfare, etc. Thinking in Russia and China appears to be partly based on
both reaction to US actions and published US cyberspace doctrine. Within the US, strategic
emphasis in cyber war discussions is typically placed on defense.
Chinese strategists are aware of the current inability of PLA forces to match US largescale conventional warfare capabilities. Additionally, there is an expressed view that conflicts
between the great powers will likely be conducted as limited wars. The proposed cyber strategy in
these limited wars will be to impose costs on the adversary that are so great capitulation occurs
before conventional fighting breaks out. Cyberspace becomes a preferred domain of action for
this strategy due to the assessment that those who are most reliant on cyberspace are most
vulnerable. John Farrell and Adam Lowther suggested this would be just the aim of the PRC in a
Taiwan or South China Sea Scenario. 84 All interests of a nation connected to cyberspace, not just
the military, could and should be targeted in order to coerce capitulation. This viewpoint was
espoused by PLA Colonels Liang and Xiangsu in Unrestricted Warfare (1999) with passages
such as, “there is no longer any distinction between what is or is not the battlefield. Spaces in
nature including the ground, the seas, the air, and outer space are battlefields, but social spaces
such as the military, politics, economics, culture, and the psyche are also battlefields.” 85 Jeffrey
Carr notes that China may also find cyberspace operations attractive because national leaders
view war in cyberspace as a People’s War. Carr suggests this viewpoint may have come about
somewhat passively after the PLA took notice of Chinese civilian hacker attacks on the US
following the Chinese fighter aircraft – US P-3 aircraft collision and the US bombing of the
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Chinese embassy in Serbia. 86 Chinese thinkers since then have come to view their populace of
hackers and civilian computer experts as part of their overall cyber forces, to be mobilized in time
of conflict. Demographic trends add concern to this line of thinking. US Air Force Chief Scientist
Dr. Mark Maybury projects China will produce 8,500 computing PhDs to the US’s 3,800 by
2025. 87 Recent trends indicate that China is actively pursuing this People’s War strategy through
organizations such as the Honkers Union, an identified Chinese hacking organization, and by
elements revealed in the Mandiant Report discussed elsewhere in this paper. 88 Chinese writing on
strategic cyber war suggest “the most dangerous” scenario in a US-China conflict would include
pre-emptive cyber attacks on military and DHS identified critical infrastructure targets. A
combination of kinetic and non-kinetic means would be used to target communication, multispectral imaging, and navigation satellites, destroy or manipulate data in financial markets,
induce widespread power outages in the US, and wreak havoc with transportation control systems
such as the air traffic system run by the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA).
Russian strategic cyber war thinking runs along similar lines to the Chinese, but varies in
implementation. Russian strategists recognize the disruptive potential of cyber attacks on
adversaries’ information systems as well as the increased vulnerability of those most dependent
on them. A senior military advisor to President Putin in 2008 expressed in a public speech the
notions that future war will emphasize attacks on command and control systems, navigation and
communications, and as well as other information systems. 89 Russian Information War thinking
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also includes a significant role for information operations (influence, psychological) on adversary
political/military leadership, troops, and the general population. 90 Timothy Thomas provides a
good sampling of Russian strategic cyber war thinking in Recasting the Red Star. Themes in
Russian writings emphasize concepts related to the US idea of information dominance, including
seizing the initiative in the information sphere, securing access to reliable information while
denying the enemy to do the same, targeting all elements of a society’s information infrastructure,
and destroying enablers such as communications and navigation systems. 91 Outside of the US
(and possibly Israel), Russia may have made the largest publicly exposed use of cyber operations
in warfare with their operations in Chechnya, Estonia, and Georgia. These operations illuminate
how Russia goes about implementing strategic cyber war ideas. Cyber attacks in the
countries/territories mentioned were largely attributed to non-governmental hackers, although
both Carr and Thomas make more than minor connections between the Russian government and
the supposed perpetrators. The analyses suggest the Russian government is executing a strategy
of indirect action to avoid direct attribution. This strategy shifts investigative focus on cyber
attacks from the politico-military realm to the cybercrime realm. Russian attempts to push cyber
arms control treaties in international venues, while rejecting any international law enforcement
cooperation efforts are seen as the political backstop for their cyber strategy. 92 Russian cyber war
efforts have thus garnered the character of being “criminalized” in the literature.
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A survey of writing on US strategic thinking on cyberspace reveals a trend towards focus
on defense. 93 Part of the problem in defining a US military cyber strategy is the military does not
have responsibility for a major portion of US cyberspace. Efforts to improving cyberspace
defense include reducing the attack surface by moving from an ad-hoc, off the shelf, collection of
15,000 networks to purposely architected, interoperable, network(s) with a known set of external
interfaces to the Internet. 94 Within this new network structure, DoD must be able to have
situational awareness of what is going on in all parts of it. Part of building this network structure
will also include creating a trusted supply chain of hardware and software vendors to further
reduce the attack surface represented by “trap doors” and “zero-day defects.” 95 Until that work is
done (and even after) DoD will conduct emergency drills simulating an enemy that has gotten in
or taken down parts of the network, so as to build and have on-hand viable work-a-rounds,
otherwise known as resiliency. In addition, the mindset about information is changing. Protecting
all information is being downplayed and focus has shifted to mission assurance, which requires
identifying and protecting critical nodes. 96 These efforts will be prioritized because DoD
networks are currently being penetrated. To further enhance cyberspace defense, all information
traffic coming in is monitored to detect attacks while also internally probing networks to try and
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find vulnerabilities. 97 For the future, DoD will work to develop the ability to recognize attacks
before they get into the network and to defeat them outside the network perimeter.
The offensive portion of cyberspace strategy is much less discussed in the literature. This likely is
for one or both of two reasons. The first plausible reason is that the US has a well-developed
offensive cyber capability that leaders are confident in, but is highly classified, so it does not
receive much unclassified attention. The second reason may be focus on tactical application of
cyberspace operations as enabler to action in the other domains. Regardless which is the case, it is
important for future strategists to examine all aspects of war in cyberspace including the concept
of strategic cyber war. Some author comments in recent articles show promise that this will be the
case. In discussing the future of US Air Force Cyber operations, authors of an “Air Force 2025”
study envisioned future cyber based challenges for leaders, “the explosion of available
information creates an environment of mental overload leading to flawed decision making.
Failure to master these challenges critically weakens the military instrument of power.” 98 Farrell
and Lowther warned, “[w]hen thinking about cyber, Airmen often fall prey to misconceptions
analogous to those they once encountered from their brethren on the ground.” 99 Major General
Suzanne Vautrinot, the AF Cyber Commander recently suggested, “[t]he application of cyber
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capability to enable ground, sea, air, and space operations continue to accelerate, but as with
airpower, we should similarly expect cyber to emerge as a strategic alternative.” 100
The contested nature of cyberspace along with thought being put into the role of
cyberspace operations in militaries around the world will contribute to interest in questions about
the organization of military cyber forces. It is important, then, to understand the process of
effecting change in cyberspace organizational structures and to understand the motives of actors
that may desire change. In order to do so, focus now shifts to historical examples of
organizational change in the US Government and factors that will affect the motives of actors
who lobby for or against such changes.
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OBSERVATIONS ON FORMATION OF THE AIR FORCE
“One of the oldest intuitions-it dates from at least Aristotle-is that conflict
between groups is rooted in a clash of interests. Group interests can clash over a wide
horizon of valued goods, including claims to social status and privileges” 101
Taking the first successful ARPANET transmissions in 1969 as a Wright Flyer
equivalent, then the existence of the manmade domain of Cyberspace is approaching forty-four
years. Like cyberspace, the air domain is relatively young in the history of warfare. Aircraft and
the ability to fight in and from the air is just over a century old. Warfare in the cyberspace and air
domains has a very short history compared to land and sea warfare, which have been on the scene
since early civilization. An examination of the Air Force evolution into a separate service is a
useful historic example of how independent organizations dedicated to a “new” form of warfare
can evolve from currently existing ones. 102 This section explores relevant observations on
organizational change revealed by the series of debates, studies, congressional action, and the two
World Wars that occurred in the intervening period. Relevant change factors are then contrasted
and compared to current discussions and attitudes to shed light on how and if a separate Cyber
Force could come into being.
The first observation the historical record provides is that change requires leadership buy
in. During the first two decades of airpower’s existence, most advocates arguing for
organizational and doctrinal changes were significantly inferior in rank to the leaders opposed to
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their ideas. This fact meant that despite the quality or validity of the arguments made, they lacked
the power and position necessary to bring about change. Their aspirations needed sponsorship
from within the Army’s existing leadership if they were to gain traction. It is noteworthy that
while Congress, an external actor, drove incremental change, Army and Navy leadership
frustrated or limited the effects of change in each particular set of debates. Congress, gave voice
to the junior Airpower advocates, but as a body based on compromise decision-making, could not
produce a consensus powerful enough to overcome military leaders’ staunch opposition. This
common sense observation indicates that significant organizational change is unlikely until
change advocates achieve rank to equal their ideological rivals.
The second observation is that it might take several decades after a new technology or
form of war fighting emerges before a sufficient subculture exists to drive radical change. Early
leaders of new war fighting spheres are often late adopters of the skills and doctrines associated.
Late adopters in this case are individuals whose early career was based on experience in another
form of war fighting. While this category of individual may produce staunch advocates, it is less
likely those advocates will develop a deep understanding of the capability’s potential. Developing
effective arguments to back up organizational change will be difficult without a deep
understanding of cyberspace. The deep understanding required then will be developed by those
who are recruited as new military members and “grow up” practicing the new form of warfare
throughout their career. The time to develop home-grown advocates is the approximately 20-30
years it takes the first echelons to reach senior leader ranks. Gregory Rattray, in his book
Strategic Cyber Warfare, supports this observation as evidenced by citation of at least one study
which concluded peacetime doctrinal innovation in military doctrine requires a generation of
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officers schooled and committed to waging new forms of warfare develop over a period of up to
20 years. 103
The third observation is that change is resisted due to human psychology. Social
interaction theory states that, “an integral element of individuals’ sense of who they are is based
on what groups they belong to or identify with…a threat to a group’s identity and way of life
inherently is a collective threat.” 104 Based on this theory, Airmen trying to change existing Army
structures and challenge existing theories of war were viewed as a threat to the leaders’ group
identity. Evidence of this perceived threat was exemplified in the Air Force debates by senior
Army and Navy leaders’ public pronouncements that aviation advocates were immature, deficient
in discipline, and even disloyal early in the debates. Human psychology is a difficult thing to
overcome and further suggests that incremental changes will be the norm because they can be
absorbed by the psyche without triggering an existential response. Major General Mason
Patrick’s successful initiatives in the 1920s to garner incremental gains in command authorities,
acquisition controls, and doctrine development were an example of changes meeting this
threshold criterion.
It must be noted that the current cultural climate is different than existed early in the 20th
century and as such leaders may be less threatened by grand change ideas. Advances in the
professionalization of the officer corps combined with post-Vietnam lessons may have created
senior military leaders that are more open to change ideas which originate from below. Evidence
this is the case was detailed by the Tofflers in their review of the process behind the creation of
Air-Land warfare doctrine in the 1980s. Generals Starry and Morelli, who were responsible for
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developing the doctrine, received assurances from four-star generals in the Army that
“disagreement would not be regarded as disloyalty.” 105 Further, the author has heard this exact
phrase repeated by at least one three-star general during recent interviews. While mental
flexibility does not assure adoption of revolutionary ideas, it does provide for a climate that
fosters active exploration of potentially controversial topics.
The final observation suggested by the historical record is that a significant event may be
needed to drive significant organizational structural change. World War II was the example of
this for the formation of the Air Force. More recent examples of significant events leading to
major organizational change include the standup of Special Operations Command (discussed in
more detail later) after military failures in Iran and Panama, and formation of the Department of
Homeland Security after the September 11, 2001 attacks. 106 A significant future cyber event will
likely be a necessary, but insufficient variable contributing to whether or not a separate Cyber
Force is created. Such an event would force focused attention on the issue and increase leadership
will to act in a revolutionary versus incremental way. Social interaction theory is again useful to
explain this mechanism. A study by Sniderman, Hagendoorn, and Prior examined mechanisms
for and resistance to change within a group regarding a “trigger” event. They found trigger events
can both galvanize a core constituency to act on an issue as well as stimulate wider general public
support for action. 107 After WWII, President Truman exemplified this concluson when he said:
Air power has been developed to a point where its responsibilities are equal to those of
land and sea power, and its contribution to our Strategic planning is as great. In operation,
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air power receives its separate assignment in the execution of the over-all plan. These
facts were finally recognized in this war in the organizational parity which was granted to
air power within our principal unified commands. 108
Thus, a cyber war or any war with significant action in cybespace may be a precursor to
establishment of a separate Cyber Force.
The Air Force experience suggests the likelihood of a separate Cyber Force springing
forth in the near future is very unlikely. It also suggests a more probable path will be incremental
changes to the current force structures as late-adopter leaders advocate for increased authorities to
budget and command and control cyber forces. Further, a separate Cyber Force becomes much
more likely after a generation of cyber warriors has advanced to the top ranks and even more so if
a significant event occurs, such as a war including significant cyber-attacks with US territory or
on US forces. On the other hand, modern organizational constructs may put into question the very
feasibility of the idea of a separate service.
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THE POST SEPARATE SERVICE ERA?
The evolution of a separate Air Force occurred in a period where the overall military
structure was significantly different then present day. Important differences between past and
present conditions qualify limits on the applicability of the Air Force example to the question of a
separate Cyber Force. The most noteworthy organizational differences between now and then are
establishment of the Department of Defense and creation of the Combatant Commands. Prior to
the 1947 National Security Act (NSA), the Army and Navy were independent organizations under
US federal code. That independence was gradually removed by putting them and the newly
established Air Force under the umbrella of the Department of Defense.109 During the same postwar period, the issue of establishing a single commander to oversee operations in a theater was
addressed and resulted in creation of the Unified Combatant Command system. Even with these
two initiatives, however, considerable service rivalry continued to exist over budgeting and
mission responsibilities in the post-WWII years. The inability of the services to work effectively
together led to successive laws including the DoD Reorganization Act of 1958 and the
Goldwater-Nichols Act of 1986, which successively fostered more effective command structures
and forced jointness onto the services.
Goldwater-Nichols and the New Jointness
The 1986 Goldwater-Nichols legislation was the result of years of debate and attempts to
pass Defense reform legislation. A November 1985 House Armed Services Committee report
exploring the “Joint Chiefs of Staff Reorganization Act of 1985,” outlined the issues in question
that would be addressed in later Goldwater-Nichols legislation:
109
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The committee concludes that the JCS as structured cannot meet the congressional
purpose stated in the National Security Act of 1947: to provide for the unified strategic
direction of the combatant forces, for their operation under unified command, and for
their integration into an efficient team of land, naval and air forces.110
Prior to Goldwater Nichols, the Joint Chiefs of Staff was a committee of peers with limited ability
to provide a unified, joint-based voice with which to advise to the National Command Authority.
This failure derived from the organizational structure that forced peer Chiefs’ to execute
compromise-based decision making, which originated during World War II. 111 As the Armed
Services Committee pointed out, this is a logical construct in the civilian political arena, but not
desirable in the military sphere. In addition to the JCS issues, the unified commanders were
viewed to be hamstrung by the power of the services. In essence, combatant commanders had lots
of responsibilities and little authority to execute them. 112 Another issue addressed was weakness
of the Secretary of Defense. Historically, Congress had acted to minimize the power of the
Secretary because it benefited Congress in the political arena. Congress came to recognize that
this was fostering deficiencies in defense organizational effectiveness and fostering unacceptable
fiscal waste. Goldwater-Nichols was structured to alleviate these issues.
The debates leading up to Goldwater-Nichols mirrored defense organization reform
experiences of the past. Debate and passage of the legislation took nearly three years. During that
time, Congress plus retired generals seeking the changes were pitted against the majority of
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sitting four-star Service Chiefs and the JCS Chairman. 113 It took external intervention to drive
significant organizational change. In addition, significant events, this time in the form of military
failures, were largely cited as impetus for Congress to act decisively on the Goldwater Nichols
legislation. These experiences reinforce the change process trends derived from the Air Force
example.
Review of the results of Goldwater-Nichols enactment over the last 27 years, raises the
question whether a separate Cyber Force is any longer feasible or even required in the future. The
first reason for this is that the slow mechanism of externally mandated organizational change may
no longer be necessary. Since 1986, iterations of the Unified Command Plan (UCP) have created
and eliminated many combatant command structures as the times and security conditions have
required. The ability to make such changes lies in the increased power Goldwater-Nichols gave
the Secretary of Defense. Unlike previous eras, the Secretary can drive organizational change
with much less requirement for consensus, which increases the flexibility of military organization
in the US. In addition, Combatant Commanders in the process of executing military taskings
around the world, have pushed (or forced) ever increasing jointness amongst the services,
resulting in the high level of inter-service operability today. The increased ability and willingness
to operate jointly, along with the ability to create organizational structures within the scope of the
Unified Command Plan may alleviate any “need” to create a separate Cyber Force.
SOCOM – Rise of the Service-Like COCOM
The specific example that casts a shadow on the feasibility or need of a separate Cyber
Force is Special Operations Command (SOCOM). 114 While Defense reform was under debate
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from 1981-1986, legislators were also examining the command and funding issues for Special
Operations Forces (SOF). Legislative inquiry testimony painted the picture of services with little
interest in special operations, a DoD not adequately preparing for future threats that SOF could
address, and of SOF designated funds routinely siphoned off by the services for other purposes.
These observations convinced legislators that a more efficient organization and direct chain of
command was necessary. 115 In addition, mission failure in the 1980 Iranian Hostage Rescue
attempt and ineffective use of SOF leading to high casualty rates during the 1983 Invasion of
Grenada provided traumatic evidence that current organizational paradigms were inadequate. To
resolve the issues, SOCOM was created in the 1987 Cohen-Nunn amendment to the 1986
Goldwater-Nichols Act. 116 It should be noted, that like formation of the Air Force and GoldwaterNichols legislation, formation of SOCOM was resisted by top military leadership. A CRS report
noted that Admiral William J. Crowe, the JCS Chairman, led opposition and favored a special
operations forces command led by a three-star general. Congress rejected this proposal and
established the SOCOM commander as a four-star so as to have equal footing with the Service
Chiefs. 117
The unique construct of SOCOM arguably created a sixth “service-like” component. The
Nunn-Cohen amendment effectively grafted many roles and authorities normally associated with
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the Services onto the Unified Command Plan construct. 118 The SOCOM organizational structure
set a precedent under the umbrella of the UCP and at the same time solved several problems and
avoided several pitfalls that would be associated with standing up a new service. First, it avoided
the caustic independence question with its associated issue of carving chunks (people, equipment,
capabilities, etc.) out of the existing Services. Second, it solved the unity of command problem
for forces that arguably did not have a lead service and also provided a Secretary-like civilian
oversight position. Third, it preserved connection between the existing Services and their Special
Operators, fostering retention of cultural bonds, but also saddling the Services with most basing
and equipment provisioning responsibilities. Finally, even though the creation of SOCOM
required legislative action, the precedent set by establishing a Service-like entity within the UCP
process effectively transferred the ability to create similar organizational structures to the
Executive branch. Congress will still have significant power to shape such organizations, but
establishment and growth of an organization over a number of years may be the equivalent of an
Executive branch fait-accompli’ for issues Congress would previously address. The establishment
of CYBERCOM, discussed in the next section, which though a Sub-Unified Command at present
was established by Secretary of Defense order rather than Congressional action, just as the
SOCOM example suggested would be the case.
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SOCOM also reinforces the observation that success in significant national events
provides the leaders of sub-organizations the clout to drive through organizational change. In
recent years SOCOM responsibilities and authorities have grown beyond those originally
established. After the September 11, 2001 attacks, SOCOM was given responsibility to
synchronize DoD planning and act as the lead COCOM for planning and operations against
terrorists across the globe. 119 Success in this endeavor, most visibly represented by the killing of
Osama Bin Laden, has provided the SOCOM Commander with considerable credibility and
political clout. Recently, Admiral McRaven, the current SOCOM Commander, effectively
leveraged his influence to seek and apparently gain increased authorities including COCOM
authority over the Theater Special Operations Commands (TSOC). The TSOCs will now be SubUnified commands under SOCOM where they were formerly aligned under the Geographic
Combatant Commands (GCCs). Interviews with SOCOM staffers indicated that original
resistance to the authorizations may have been partly based on fear that SOCOM was trying to
create a sixth service. 120 The fact SOCOM was granted the authorities requested reinforces the
observation from the development of the Air Force case about clout and credibility gained from
success in major military operations being a factor in driving through organizational changes.
The test of time is now required to determine whether the arrangement satisfies the
command and control goals of the SOCOM commander and makes worldwide SOF training,
equipping, and employment more efficient and SOF forces more effective. It will be interesting to
see if these new authorities are indeed just a fine tuning of the current force structures or whether
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fears of a sixth service push prove to be grounded. In either case, the ability of the SOCOM
Commander to successfully lobby for increased authorities will increases the appeal of SOCOM
as “the model” for those interested in the separate Cyber Force question.
Currently, there are several indicators in the cyberspace literature that suggest the
SOCOM model does appear to be the favored organizational template for future cyber force
structures. First, before the standup of USCYBERCOM some of the literature lamented that there
was no lead service for cyberspace operations. Second, a 2011 article suggested that cyber forces
may parallel special operators to such an extent that USCYBERCOM should be aligned under
SOCOM. 121 Third, cyber leaders are advocating acquisition reform necessary to match processes
with the rapid development cycle of information technology and the SOCOM model of
acquisition authorities may be a more feasible path to this goal than DoD-wide acquisition
reform. Finally, several recent monographs have advocated SOCOM-like authorities and
capabilities for CYBERCOM including, elevation to fully Functional COCOM status, acquisition
authority for cyber unique programs, and evolution of the cyber capabilities within the
Geographic COCOMs to achieve TSOC-like “organic” cyber capabilities. The push for
CYBERCOM to evolve in the image of SOCOM is logical as: it allows use of an established
model that is much less contentious than a Separate Service argument and authorities can be
lobbied for in increments which fit the “rate of change” environment within DoD. If
CYBERCOM does evolve along the SOCOM model in the out years, it will greatly reduce the
likelihood elements within the cyber community would be compelled to forward the radical idea
of creating a separate Cyber Force.
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CYBER FORCES ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE
“The work of organization is never done, and the structure has to be continually adapted
122
to new and anticipated conditions.”
– Ralph Cordiner, New Frontiers for Professional Managers
If designating cyberspace a domain is a force organizing concept, then the current cyber
force structure is the result of that initiative. It is necessary to examine this force structure to
determine whether it effectively addresses national military goals in cyberspace. If the current
organizational construct proves effective, then there will be diminished impetus to create a
separate Cyber Force. This section begins by examining in detail US Cyber Command
(USCYBERCOM), which was created by 2009 Secretary of Defense Memorandum. 123 The
evolution of Cyber Command and military cyber organization efforts is then examined. The
section concludes with the exploration of a model for organizational change that suggests the
young age of USCYBERCOM will detract from any push for a separate Cyber Force in the near
term.
US Cyber Command
The organizational structure of cyber forces mandated in 2009 has been evolving since
the early 2000s. Richard Clarke, who served four Presidents in the White House, gives an
insider’s account of the formation of the current construct in his book Cyber War. In an effort to
protect defense networks, a Joint Task Force for Computer Network Defense was created in 1998,
assigned to USSPACECOM, and rolled into USSTRATCOM in 2002 when USSPACECOM was
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dissolved. 124 As computer attacks against DoD became more sophisticated and frequent, the
vulnerability of the US to such activities emerged in the public and policy consciousness and
there were calls to place greater emphasis and visibility on cyber operations. One outcome of
efforts to address vulnerabilities has been an evolving defense organizational structure. According
to Clarke, attempts by the Air Force to create a Cyber Command in 2007 created rivalries
between the services over who would control the future of US cyber operations. 125 Eventually, a
joint command structure was agreed upon, but the command developed was a compromise
tempered by past experiences.
One of the experiences that affected the debate was the rise and fall of USSPACECOM.
USSPACECOM had been a functional Combatant Command from 1985 to 2002. In its heyday in
the 1990s, the importance of the space domain and space operations were discussed in similar
terms as cyberspace and cyberspace operations have been over the last decade. At one point in
1998, the USSPACECOM Commander lobbied for the Functional Combatant Command to be
elevated to Geographic Combatant Command status.126 This attempt failed, however, and four
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years later in 2002, USSPACECOM was eliminated and its functions were merged into
USSTRATCOM. Officially this occurred to, “eliminate redundancies and streamline decisionmaking.” 127 Clarke suggests the change happened because “no government had enough money to
do much in space” and the concept of space war fighting was viewed as a passing fad.128 Memory
of the rise and fall of USSPACECOM likely caused policy makers to have reservations when
considering the form to give a new strategic cyberspace organization.
Another contributing factor in the organizational debate was the historical involvement in
cyberspace by the National Security Agency (NSA). Two former NSA Chiefs, concerned that the
military would reinvent the wheel on capabilities the agency had spent decades developing,
weighed in to affect the organizational structure. The compromise organization that evolved from
the debates was US Cyber Command, designated a Sub-Unified Command under
USSTRATCOM. The commander, a four-star general, was dual hatted to serve as the NSA
Director also. 129 Clarke ultimately gave credit for the compromise that evolved to former
Secretary of Defense Robert Gates who announced the formation of USCYBERCOM in a June
2009 memorandum. 130
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USCYBERCOM was established May 21, 2010 and declared fully operational on
October 31, 2010. 131 The current Commander is General Keith Alexander. Cyber Command is
co-located with the NSA at Fort Mead, Maryland. USCYBERCOM is responsible for planning,
coordinating, integrating, synchronizing and directing activities to operate and defend DoD
information networks, and to conduct full spectrum cyber operations when directed. 132 The
command was established with three missions: lead protection of all defense networks and
support of military and counterterrorism missions with operations in cyberspace, establish a clear
and accountable way to marshal cyber warfare resources from across the military, and work with
interagency and external partners.133
Evolution of Cyber Force Structures
“For years, and especially since DoD proposed to establish a Cyber Command, the
Armed Services Committee has emphasized the lack of effective, mature policy, strategy,
rules of engagement, doctrine, roles and missions, and command and control
arrangements that are so critical to managing this vital but complex new
domain. Progress in this area has been slower than we desired, but appears to be picking
up steam.” - Senator Carl Levin’s opening statement for a Senate Armed Services
Committee hearing on US CYBERCOM, March 12, 2013.
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The evidence makes it clear that joint and interagency cooperation has been a key
element of cyberspace force structures since Secretary Gates published the memorandum
establishing CYBERCOM and the Service cyber components in 2009. Dual hatting the
CYBERCOM Commander as the NSA director ensured unity of command and tie in of the
nation’s cyber intelligence capability with developing Cyber Command operational capabilities.
Additionally, before Cyber Command was operational, the DoD and DHS signed a memorandum
of agreement (MOA) in order to “increase interdepartmental collaboration in strategic planning
for the Nation’s cybersecurity, mutual support for cybersecurity capabilities development, and
synchronization of current operational cybersecurity mission activities.” 134 The MOA directed
CYBERCOM, NSA, and DHS each to consider requests for support from the other and
established liaison elements within each organization to foster open communication channels
between them. The MOA was given impetus for action by also establishing an oversight
committee at the DHS and DoD Deputy Secretary level.
In addition to agencies tasked with cyberspace responsibilities, outside elements have
fostered joint and interagency cooperation through continual analysis and commentary on the
state of cyber policy and organization. For example, Government Accountability Office and
RAND Corporation studies from 2010 suggested that cyberspace roles across the government had
yet to be hammered out. Around the same period, former NSA director Ken Minihan expressed
belief that current cyber war planning lacked a national-planning system to get all organizations
working on the same page, vice doing what each organization “wants” to do. 135 A slew of recent
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Congressional testimony and public statements from General Alexander and others indicate that a
lot of work has been done to address such findings and cybersecurity lanes may be much clearer
than three years ago.
In May 2012, the Joint Staff Transitional Command and Control Concept of Operations
was approved and established Joint Cyber Centers (JCC) and Cyber Support Elements (CSE) in
the Geographic Combatant Commands. 136 The CONOP defined baseline command relationships,
missions, functions, and tasks for the JCC and CSE teams. In addition, a lead Service Component
was assigned responsibility for supporting each of the GCC’s cyberspace efforts. 137 Cyber
Command also issued Operational Directive 12-001 in April 2012, which granted direct liaison
authority to the Service Components to work with joint, combined, interagency, and commercial
entities to plan and execute assigned cyber tasks. 138 The effectiveness of the JCC/CSE structures
remains to be seen. Interviews with staff officers in several COCOMs indicated that the
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organizational directive lacked the accompanying personnel to fill out the teams. 139 In addition, a
recent article discussing the concept cited internal resistance and inter-command frictions
associated with the new organizing construct. 140 Such turbulence, as discussed shortly, is a
natural part of standing up new organizations and time may be the essential element required
before effectiveness of the JCC/CSE concept can be adequately measured.
Personnel sourcing issues may already have been addressed however, evidenced by
recent announcement of the formation of missionized Cyber Teams. In January 2013, Cyber
Command outlined plans to form three types of Cyber Teams. First, a Cyber National Mission
Force consisting of 13 teams will be responsible for defending the nation against national-level
threats. General Alexander, in Senate testimony, stated these teams will be able to conduct
offensive operations in the course of defending the US, indicating they will have authority to act
in networks outside of the US. 141 It appears these teams will be closely integrated with the DHS
and the FBI and focus on US critical infrastructure (financial system, transportation system,
power generation, etc.).
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Protection Force will operate and defend DOD’s information environment. Mention was also
made of a fourth set of direct support teams but the report lacked further elaboration. 143 Articles
discussing these teams also report that Cyber Command will expand from 900 personnel to 4,900
personnel. 144 This personnel expansion has lacked context in media reports so far. Reporters have
concluded that it constitutes an increase in the number of cyber forces, while General Alexander’s
Senate testimony indicated the extra 4,000 personnel would come from the Service Components.
It will take three years to stand up the full complement of teams outlined above, with 1/3
completion targeted for each of the years 2013-1015. Furthermore, According to Gen Alexander,
command relationships and information passing processes have been worked out between
COCOMs and Service Chiefs, but he said there was more work to be done as the teams come on
line. 145 It will take years before this new organizational construct can be analyzed for
effectiveness and efficiency. Periodic examination of how resources are being applied over the
next several fiscal years will be perhaps be the most readily available indicator of success or
failure of this organizing concept, but the evidence suggests an active evolution of cyber force
structures and command relationships which will likely minimize internal motivation to lobby for
a separate Cyber Force.
“Up and out” organizing activity has accompanied the “down and in” initiatives detailed
above. According to statements by General Alexander, lanes have been established for
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USCYBERCOM, NSA, DHS, the FBI, and partners like the National Institute for Standards and
Technology. 146 In March 2013 Senate testimony, he noted no single private or public entity
possesses the complete set of authorities to detect, prevent, and mitigate a cyber attack. Since no
single agency can completely defend the nation in cyberspace, an active and effective working
relationship among the Executive Departments and Agencies is a necessary requirement. If the
relationships prove productive, then there will be little external impetus for radical organizational
changes. However, should these intra-government relationships breakdown or fail to effectively
integrate information, planning, and operations (likely signified by failure in the face of a major
cyber attack on the US), then radical organizational change could gain momentum. The question
arising from this discussion is how long is an appropriate time to give a new organization before
considering alternatives.
The Time Factor
Stewart Baker, former DHS Assistant Secretary for Policy, outlined a development model
for creating new government organizations during testimony before the Senate in 2009. 147 At the
time Congress was looking into establishing a National Office for Cybersecurity, under a new
Assistant to the President, which would take over DHS’ relatively new responsibility for crossgovernment coordination of cyber issues. He outlined three stages that occur in the process of
creating a new government agency. The first stage is a change proposal based on flawed current
organizations or failures such as the 9/11 attacks that led to creation of DHS. The second stage is
envisioning a new organization, which includes temptation to give it great responsibility, since as
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a purely conceptual construct it has no flaws and has never failed. The third stage consists of
formation of the new organization, where imagined productivity initially suffers due to
administrative realities of hiring personnel, setting up offices, and establishing contracts. 148 In
summary, Baker implies that it takes a period of many years for a new organization, especially a
large government organization, to achieve appreciable effectiveness and he insinuates that
tampering with organizational structures too often, leads to a continuous cycle of inefficiency.
The fact that CYBERCOM is “picking up steam,” combined with Baker’s hypothesis that new
organizations need time to achieve effectiveness, suggest it may be prudent to wait the better part
of a decade (absent a shocking failure) before anything as significant as a separate Cyber Force be
considered as an organizational alternative.
MOTIVATIONS FOR ORGANIZATIONAL CHANGE
This section explores motivations that would drive actors to seek a separate Cyber Force.
It begins with examination of the effect power of identity has on motivating those who would
advocate to establish a separate Cyber Force. It then turns to examination of organizational
effectiveness. If cyber forces in the current structure are demonstrating characteristics of effective
organizations, there will be diminished motivation for radical organizational change both
internally and externally.
Personal Motivations
The role of shared identity of cyber forces within the services will contribute to whether
or not motivation for a separate Cyber Force develops. Carl Builder in The Masks of War:
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American Military Styles in Strategy and Analysis explored the power of identity in the Services.
Builder points out that a trait of high functioning organizations is a shared sense of identity and
purpose, which facilitates difficult decision-making. 149 The implications of Builder’s assertion is
that if the soldiers, sailors, airmen, and marines in the service cyber components continue to
identify with their respective services above identifying as Cyber Warriors, then current cyber
force structures will likely continue. On the other hand, development of a Cyber Warrior identity
over service identity will motivate Cyber Warriors to seek establishment of a separate Cyber
Force. The historical record of the path to a separate Air Force serves as example of such
divergence in identity and purpose. Builder’s argument further suggests that such a divergence in
identity might occur if cyber forces continually end up on the losing side of the difficult decisionmaking. The failure of Cyber Warriors to gain promotion to higher leadership positions, rejection
of cyber resourcing priorities, and rejection of cyber doctrinal innovation are examples of losses
that could cause divergence in identity and provide motivation to lobby for a separate Cyber
Force.
The motivation to pursue a separate Cyber Force due to identity divergence or frustration
of ambition will, however, be minimized if the current force structure is able to address such
concerns. The creation of CYBERCOM under the Unified Command Plan has the potential to do
just this, and once again, SOCOM is the example of why. Under SOCOM, Special Forces
personnel have an organization with which to identify their special skills and which also
advocates for promotion, resourcing, and doctrinal aspirations. The SOCOM Commander has
resourcing and doctrinal authorities, and is seeking more authority to manage Special Forces
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promotions. 150 Special Forces personnel can in effect maintain both service and Functional
identities without being forced to choose one and reject the other. If CYBERCOM develops along
similar lines to SOCOM, then motivation for an independence movement among cyber forces
may be minimized. Identity is an important motivator, but individuals will also be motivated by
the effectiveness of the organization they identify with. Since people will largely associate with
institutions for positive reasons, it is logical that effective organizations will foster positive
association. We now turn to examination of the effectiveness of current cyber force structures.
Organizational Efficiency Motivations
Cyberspace is a manmade domain and based on the development of information
technologies (IT). As such, organizations that are concerned with cyberspace operations will very
much be IT oriented and must effectively develop IT capabilities to maximize operational
capabilities in cyberspace. Gregory Rattray in Strategic Warfare in Cyberspace, asserts that in
order to develop technological capability, organizations need to have the following
characteristics: a supportive institutional environment, demand-pull motivation, managerial
initiative, technological expertise and learning capacity. 151 As an indicator of future potential, let
us examine recent literature and events to determine whether the elements of the current cyber
force structure are displaying these characteristics.
When considering whether or not the separate Cyber Force idea has merit, the question of
a supportive institutional environment must be addressed at the COCOM and service levels. If at
these levels there is a lack of institutional support, then the subordinate cyber organizations will
suffer for resources and advancement opportunities. Public statements by General Keith
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Alexander indicate that cyberspace issues receive focused attention at the four-star general level
across the services, which suggests institutional support. In addition to focus, The DoD Budget
for Fiscal Year 2013 indicates that resources are being prioritized towards cyberspace with the
assurance, “the Budget sustains and enhances all aspects of DOD’s cybersecurity capabilities.” 152
In interviews, DoD Chief Information Officer (CIO) Teresa Takai, stated that $37 billion of the
defense budget is targeted to information technology including $3.4 billion for cybersecurity
efforts and $182 million for Cyber Command. 153 The enactment of sequestration in March 2013
will test budgetary resolve by DoD institutions to prioritize funding for cyberspace concerns. A
significant issue related to shrinking budgets is the projected reduction in manpower across the
services. Because cyber forces are sub-elements of the services, increasing or maintaining
numbers of personnel in cyberspace career fields will come at the expense of other branches in
each of the services. How the services choose to make reductions of personnel within their
branches will indicate the level of support for cyber forces going forward. Significant negative
trends in cyber force funding or manning-levels will foster independence motives within the
Service Cyber Components.
Rattray defines demand-pull motivation as the internal motivation of organizations to
make the substantial effort and organizational changes necessary to quickly and successfully
drive new technologies. 154 Military support and funding to develop the first large scale digital
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computers and computerized networking are examples of this characteristic.155 The rapid
adoption and dominance of the information technology sector by private enterprise brings into
question whether military organizations will suffer due to a mismatch of demand-pull compared
to the civilian sector. For example, while development of networked radios, blue force tracker
programs, etc., indicate continued emphasis to harness information technology in the battlespace,
the DoD has been late to adopt mobile and wireless technology for military applications. The
rapid creation-destruction cycle in private industry appears to be outpacing the US Military’s
ability to match or stay ahead of it. 156 Such a mismatch in demand-pull may allow adversaries
(both state and non-state) to gain advantage in cyberspace. There are, however, signs of demandpull motivation in current military cyberspace organizations. Examples of this behavior include
the previously mentioned DARPA Plan X, exploration into “big data” applications, and the
emphasis on developing automated network defenses.
Rattray also asserts that doctrinal flexibility is the military aspect of the demand-pull
characteristic. 157 On this topic, whether current organizations, especially USCYBERCOM,
exhibit the trait remains to be seen. Currently, the services and the Joint Staff have published
Information Operations doctrine that covers some cyberspace operations topics. The Air Force
published Cyberspace Doctrine in 2010, last updated in November 2011. News reports indicate
that Joint Cyberspace Doctrine has been in development for several years, but is yet to be
approved and released. The evidence suggests that current cyber organizations are in fact
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demonstrating some demand-pull characteristics. What is not clear is whether in future years, the
current organization construct will be able to adapt quickly enough to outpace potential
adversaries.
Managerial initiative is about leadership. In the realm of technology adoption it includes
providing a vision and fostering a culture that can adapt to a rapidly changing environment. This
includes the willingness to allocate resources to new technologies, flattening organizations and
empowering outside connections, fostering an innovative culture, and ensuring acquisition of
experiential knowledge (not just hardware). 158 Once again, the critical examination of this topic
will lie in the interaction between Service Cyber Component Commanders and their superiors in
the service chain of command. The following quote illustrates the issue:
I still twitch when I say cyber. I’m a believer. I’m just not sure we know exactly what
we’re doing in it yet and until we do, I’m concerned it’s a black hole…..we have a lot of
people in this discussion who don’t really know what they’re talking about. I know
because they’re all like me…I haven’t figured out what an IP address is yet. In 30 years
you’ll have experts making these decisions. Right now you’ve got idiots helping make
these decisions. 159
This represents the challenge Cyber Component Commanders will face in that, as subordinate
branches, cyber organization leaders will be competing for resources, pushing ideas, and
advocating force structures that may be completely outside the comfort zone of the Service
Chiefs. The true test of managerial initiative will come at that level. If Service Chiefs retreat to
the defensive mindset of rejecting concepts either because they do not fully trust the source or do
not fully understand the concept, then cyberspace capabilities may founder.
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Technological expertise and learning capacity in an organization are human issues. They
revolve around building or recruiting personnel with the mix of skills necessary to operate in
cyberspace and continuing education initiatives. Expertise thus comes with both personnel and
training costs. The more specialized the expertise, the more training required and the more
competition for talent. Compounding military leaders’ problem is the fact many cyberspace skills
are readily transferrable to the private sector.160 Congressional testimony indicates strong
awareness of these issues by military leaders. There is demonstrated concern over the ability to
compete with the private sector in both salary and culture categories. 161 Existing proposals to
address these concerns include educational research and scholarship programs, pay and bonus
structures to make salaries competitive, the placing of cyber forces into National Guard and
Reserve units in order to capitalize on private sector expertise, and the possibility of structuring
cyber forces to include a significant number of DoD civilians. 162 In addition to recruiting and
force shaping initiatives, the services have or will establish cyberspace-training regimes. As an
example, the Air Force has established undergraduate, intermediate and advanced cyber training
courses. 163 Congressional testimony suggests military cyber leaders are focused on developing
technological expertise and learning capacity within the current cyber force structure. Looking
forward, examination of whether Service Components are able successfully to recruit, train, and
retain a competent cyber workforce will demonstrate whether the current cyber force structures
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are effectively harnessing technological expertise and learning capacity. Negative indicators,
which would suggest an alternative be sought, include continuous inability to meet cyber
manning numbers and/or resorting to reliance on contractors to provide military cyber
capabilities. One important characteristic of cyberspace expertise is knowledge of the possibilities
and limitations of the technologies and operations in and through the domain. 164 It will be
important for the Service Components to maximize this expertise both to provide the best military
cyberspace options to Joint Force Commanders and to compete effectively for resources in the
coming constrained environment.
The relatively young age of the current cyber force structure once again precludes
absolutes in the analysis of effectiveness of the construct. The evidence as reviewed in this
section, however, indicates that organizations appear to be developing or exhibiting the five
characteristics necessary to develop technological capability. If cyber force elements continue to
exhibit these characteristics, then by Rattray’s framework, they will successfully build cyberspace
capability, which would negate internal and external motivation to create new organizational
structures such as a separate Cyber Force.
CONCLUSION
The DoD declaration of cyberspace as a war fighting domain is an organizing concept.
The military cyber force organizational structure created by Secretary of Defense Memorandum
(June 23, 2009) consists of USCYBERCOM, a functional Sub-Unified Command under
USSTRATCOM, and Cyber Components in each of the services. The current force structure
generates the question of why, if cyber forces are to be organized like land, sea, and air forces,
will there not be a separate Cyber Force? This question is difficult to resolve because it can
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immediately raise the passions of seasoned military leaders who see it as a threat to service (and
self) identity. Every Airman who has studied the rise of “Strategic Airpower” in the US military
is well aware of the rancorous and partisan debates that preceded the separation of the Army Air
Corps from the Army. This paper avoids such philosophical questions and instead examines the
processes and motivations behind major military organizational changes in order to determine if
and how a separate Cyber Force lobby could evolve.
The historical evidence suggests that an abrupt rupturing of the organizational status quo
is unlikely to occur. The evolution of organizational structures will generally be incremental.
Advocates of new capabilities will push for control of the power mechanisms that foster increased
autonomy. The primary mechanisms sought will be command of forces, budgeting and
acquisition authority, and cognitive freedom to develop doctrine, tactics, etc. Converted leaders
will be the first advocates for these power mechanisms. 165 The cycle of incremental change will
continue until one or both of two conditions arise. One, organic leaders rise up in the new
capability sub-community and reach peer status with the Service Chiefs and COCOM
Commanders giving them the power and influence necessary to effect radical change. Two, a
significant event such as great success or great failure in war occurs and provides the impetus for
internal and/or external actors to force through radical change.
Conditions that favor radical change will be backed by actor motivation to lobby for such
change. Internal actor motivation for change is affected by fulfillment or frustration of personal
ambitions. Motivation for a separate Cyber Force is minimized if cyberspace personnel are able
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to rise through the service ranks, garner a respectable share of resources, and maintain doctrinal
flexibility within the current organizational construct. The SOCOM example suggests that a
Functional Combatant Command, when enabled with service-like authorities, can satisfy
aspirations of service members who identify with their functional skill set. At present,
CYBERCOM is a sub-unified COCOM and lacks the authorities of SOCOM. There is active
discussion of elevating CYBERCOM to full COCOM status. If this occurs and includes
authorities similar to SOCOM, it is likely internal actor motivation to seek a separate Cyber Force
will be minimized. On the other hand, external actor motivation for change is influenced by the
effectiveness of the organization in question. War fighting effectiveness and capable leadership
that allow the US to reach full potential in the cyberspace domain are key factors in whether
external actors will be motivated to consider establishing a separate Cyber Force. If under the
current construct (or current plus modifications) cyberspace competencies are maximized, then
creating a separate force makes no sense and will be a waste of money and effort. If, however,
cyberspace competencies are not maximized under the current construct, then a separate Cyber
Force will have merit. The young age of the cyber force structure means that the current
organizational paradigm is in essence untested. Based on this fact, it seems unlikely external
actors will develop motivation to establish a separate Cyber Force in the near term. Finally, due
to the short existence of the current cyber force structure, it will be useful to reexamine the topics
discussed in this monograph every five to ten years to determine changes in the environment that
may contribute to advocacy for or against a separate Cyber Force.
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APPENDIX A: NETWORKING AND INTERNET HISTORY
The simplest network consists of communications between two people (or machines).
Two strangers who pass unnoticed in a large city do not form a network. It is necessary for them
to communicate (whether verbally, physically or optically) to become a network. When they do
stop and talk, exchange head-nods, or perhaps glances, then they have communicated and
established a network on the most basic level in which data, information or instructions can be
passed between them. From this most basic case, the form and tools of networking between
humans (and later machine surrogates) grows in complexity with scientific developments and the
number of persons involved. Couriers on horseback are elements of ancient networks. Later, the
printed press provided mass availability of information to transmit on networks. Ship, then
airborne, mail expanded the range and speed of networks. The invention of the telegraph, radio,
and telephone provided the ability to code human communication into electronic or
electromagnetic representations, transmit them near the speed of light, and decode them on the
other end. The programmable microprocessor digitized and automated the connection and
increased the speed, volume, and variety of format of information passed on the network (they
also allow the control of electro-mechanical interfaces which put physical structures at risk in
cyberspace). 166 Finally, satellites and the fiber optic cable boom reduced barriers to network
access across the globe. The result is cyberspace, an amalgamation of interdependent networks,
all built by man to facilitate communications.
Computer networking has been a major contributor to the rise of the information age. In
this age, class structure is based on access to information and control of decision making versus
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land and property ownership. 167 The eclipse of manufacturing as a percentage of US GDP
evidences the impact of the information age on contemporary society. 168 The nearly unlimited
ability to structure, facilitate, and augment the exchange of information through use of computers
was the impetus for networking them together. 169 The technology that allowed inter-computer
communication was the development of a low cost digital data transmission protocol called
“packet switching”. 170 In 1969 the first successful computer network message was sent over the
Internet’s predecessor, called ARPANET, (packet radio and packet satellite nets were also under
development) and from there computer networking flourished. 171 By the late 1970’s, computer
networks were accessible by tens of organizations and thousands of people, but largely limited to
defense and academic circles. 172 In the 1980s, commercial networks flourished and the Internet (a
network of networks) came into being. Then, Sir Tim Berners-Lee took the idea of hypertext and
applied it to the transfer control protocol (TCP) and domain naming system (DNS) that already
underpinned the Internet to create the World Wide Web. Introduction of the first web browser
followed in 1991 making the Internet functional for the common person. 173 By 1995, there were
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over 50,000 networks active on all seven continents and in space. 174 By June 2012 there were
more than 2.4 billion Internet users equating to a 34% total penetration of world population. 175
Jane’s Defense makes the illuminating point that control of the Internet may shift away from the
US and Europe as user rates rise elsewhere in the world. 176
In the US, dependence on cyberspace is pervasive in all sectors of the economy and
reflected in the growth of dependence on it by the US military. As one example, Air Force
aircraft derived less than 10% of their capability from installed software in the era of the F-4. This
figure has increased to near 90% in the F-35. 177 In addition to the proliferation of software
needed to control and operate modern weapons systems, the systems are commonly redundantly
linked to the outside world via cyberspace networks. Aircraft examples of this include data links,
maintenance nets, and command and control nets. The example can be repeated for weapons
systems across the services and extrapolated down to devices carried by the individual soldier,
sailor, airman, or marine. US weapons systems have become information platforms with kinetic
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capabilities. This great increase in the role of cyberspace elements to the command, control and
effectiveness of weapons systems has not only resulted in incredible combat effectiveness, but
also introduced new avenues of vulnerability.
The Internet was developed with an open architecture and a collaborative mindset to
facilitate maximum connectivity. Openness and collaboration are noble concepts, but because
networks are meant to exchange information, and in the information age, information has value,
the acquisition and control of it will be contested. Thus along with huge expansion of networking
in the public sector provided by the Internet, exploitation and weaponization of cyberspace
appeared as well. Warning of dangers in cyberspace emerged into the public sphere in 1990 with
the publication of “Computers at Risk” by the National Research Council. The report warned of
potential cyber threats to economic and physical infrastructures due to “bad design, imperfect
implementation, weak administration, or accidents” of computer and networking systems. 178
Since 1990, waves of publications have illuminated the various nefarious activities occurring in
cyberspace. Warning of a Cyber-attack “Pearl Harbor” event dates back to at least 1994 and was
repeated recently by former Secretary of Defense Leon Panetta.179
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APPENDIX B: REVIEW OF CYBERSPACE POLICY AND LEGISLATION
US cyberspace policy has been issued since the mid-1990s. Multiple iterations of policy
documents since then have covered a variety of national and defense cyberspace topics. Presently,
cyberspace policy is at the top of the list of topics receiving attention by policy makers in the
Executive and Legislative branches of the US government. This was clearly exemplified when the
President addressed cybersecurity issues in his February 2013 State of the Union address. 180 In
March of this year, the Director of National Intelligence (DNI) listed cyber threats ahead of
Terrorism, Transnational Crime and WMD proliferation in the intelligence community’s annual
threat brief to Congress. The DNI listed “Threat to US Government Supply Chains” behind the
previous three, but this is also a cyberspace issue as it addresses network and computer hardware
and software acquisition. 181 Cybersecurity has also been one of the four top issues listed on
DoD’s public website. 182 A clear sign of the focus on cyberspace issues is the fact that in the new
era of declining defense budgets where keeping a steady funding line is increasingly seen as a
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win, cyberspace programs are winning the resource allocation competition. 183 This section
reviews the most recent US national and DoD cyberspace policy documents and recent
cyberspace legislation efforts.
The 2010 National Security Strategy notes that cyberspace capabilities power the daily
lives of Americans and admonishes that the US must be prepared to deal with asymmetric threats
which target cyberspace. One of the goals listed under “Strengthen Security and Resilience at
Home” is to “Secure Cyberspace”. Three lines of effort are included in this goal including: deter,
prevent, detect, defend against and quickly recover from cyber intrusions and attacks, strengthen
partnerships, and safeguard the Global Commons (of which cyberspace is considered a part). 184
The cyberspace objectives in the NSS are underpinned by the 2009 Comprehensive National
Cybersecurity Initiative (CNCI). The major goals of the CNCI include: establish front line
defense against today’s immediate threats, defend against the full spectrum of threats, and
strengthen the future cybersecurity environment. The CNCI includes 12 initiatives to accomplish
the goals. The initiatives in the CNCI form the basis for subordinate strategies published by
Executive Branch Agencies and Departments. Major lines of effort outlined in the CNCI include:
provide shared network situational awareness, counterintelligence, secure the supply chain,
coordinated research and development programs, define and develop deterrence strategies, and
expand cyber education. 185 The US has also published the 2011 International Strategy for
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Cyberspace with diplomatic, defense, and development objectives. In the international arena, the
US will work to promote an open, interoperable, secure, and reliable information and
communications infrastructure. The US will seek to shape the global cyberspace environment by
promoting state actions guided by norms of responsible behavior, sustaining partnerships, and
supporting the rule of law in cyberspace. The strategy recognizes that states are exercising
national power in cyberspace, but that clearly agreed to norms of behavior are still lacking. These
norms are required to prevent misunderstanding that could lead to conflict, ensure functionality of
networks, and improve overall cybersecurity. The strategy dictates participation in developing
international cybercrime policy as well as promoting secure technical standards. Further, the US
will support civil society actors to foster freedom of expression. The US will seek a cyberspace
that is open to the transfer of ideas, free from state control of content, and protective of privacy. 186
In the strategy, defense objectives will be accomplished by dissuading and deterring malicious
actors. Dissuasion will be accomplished by strong network defenses able to withstand and recover
from disruptions or attacks. The US will also seek global, interconnected incident detection and
response capabilities. Deterrence will ensure the risk associated with attacking US cyberspace
will outweigh benefits. International cooperation will be sought to investigate, apprehend and
prosecute non-state malicious actors. The US will retain the right to use all necessary means,
consistent with international law, to respond in self-defense to nation-state cyberspace attacks on
the US or its treaty allies. 187
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The 2011 National Military Strategy (NMS) lists several goals and objectives related to
cyberspace. DoD will seek the ability to fight through a degraded environment and improve the
ability to attribute and defeat attacks on systems and infrastructure. Strategic Command and
Cyber Command will collaborate with government and non-government entities to develop
norms, capabilities, organizations, and skills. DoD will be ready to provide a broad range of
options to ensure access and use of cyberspace. The Joint Force will secure the dot mil domain
employing a combination of detection, deterrence, denial and multi-layered defense. 188 The NMS
was supplemented in 2012 by “Sustaining Global Leadership: Priorities for 21st Century Defense”
and “Defense Budget Priorities and Choices” documents. According to these documents, the US
will organize forces that can conduct a combined arms campaign across all domains (including
cyberspace) in order to deter and defeat aggression. The documents recognize that both state and
non-state actors possess the capability to conduct espionage in cyberspace and potential to launch
cyber-attacks on the US. The policy recognizes that asymmetric capabilities such as cyber
warfare will be an element of anti-access, area denial challenges. Finally, DoD will work with
allies and partners, and invest in advanced capabilities to defend its networks, operational
capability, and resiliency in cyberspace. 189 Resources are tied to the strategy by increasing
investments in defensive and offensive cyber capabilities. 190
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The themes from the NMS are fleshed out in the 2011 DoD Strategy for Operating in
Cyberspace. Threats DoD will focus on are external actors, insiders, supply chain vulnerabilities,
and threats to operational ability. DoD will execute five strategic initiatives (ways) to combat
these threats including: treating cyberspace as an operational domain, employing new defense
operating concepts to protect networks, partnering with other government and private entities,
building relationships with allies and partner nations, and leveraging an exceptional workforce
and rapid technological innovations. Declaration of cyberspace as an operational domain is a
“critical” organizing concept to allow DoD to organize train and equip forces in like fashion to
Army, Air, and Naval Forces. New defense operating concepts include shifting operations to
secure networks, practicing cyber hygiene across the Department and executing active cyber
defenses to discover, detect, and mitigate threats and vulnerabilities. As a global domain with
large dependency on commercial networking assets, DoD will partner and collaborate with others
where it has no direct authority to mitigate risks. DoD will also seek new organizational
paradigms within the total force construct to leverage expertise available in state and local
governments and the private sector. In addition, DoD will seek reforms to acquisition processes
that will reduce purchase cycles from seven years to less than three years and focus on spiral
development rather than large systems. 191
Although somewhat dated, the declassified 2006 National Military Strategy – Cyber
Operations further delineates DoD cyberspace strategies. DoD roles in cyberspace include
defense of the nation, national incident response, and critical infrastructure protection. DoD
strategic priorities at the time were listed as, gain the initiative to operate within the enemy’s
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OODA loop, integrate cyberspace across the range of military operations, build cyber operations
capacity, and manage the cyber operations risk. 192 Included in the partially redacted text are five
fundamental focus areas: network operations, kinetic actions, law enforcement,
counterintelligence, and themes and messages. Six areas of focus will enable these ways
including: science and technology, partnering, intelligence data and support to operations,
situational awareness, law and policy, and people. These roles, strategic priorities, and ways will
be accomplished by establishing eight Joint Cyberspace capabilities: battle space awareness, force
generation, command and control, information operations, network-centric operations, deterrence,
homeland defense, interagency integration, intergovernmental organization coordination, and
non-governmental organization coordination. 193
Several DoD Agencies have critical roles in cyberspace. Organizations such as the
Defense Intelligence Agency and National Security Agency understandably do not publish
comprehensive cyberspace strategies in the open domain so will not be examined here. The
Defense Information Systems Agency (DISA), led by the DOD’s Chief Information Officer
(CIO), is a critical provider of information infrastructure for the DOD, and publishes hardware,
software, and information architecture strategies relevant to the Combatant Commands and
Services. DISA’s Strategic Plan 2013-2018 includes focus on cyber command and control
including expanding Defensive Cyber Operations and DoD Global information Grid Operations
mission support. In addition, DISA will implement the Joint Information Environment (JIE)
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strategy. The JIE is a set of initiatives that will shape the future of the DoD information
infrastructure. It involves moving to a single joint network architecture that will allow Cyber
Command to have situational awareness of and better defend network activity. 194 Three key
initiatives of the JIE include consolidating servers from across DoD organizations into three tiers
of data centers, moving to cloud based computing applications, and standardizing applications. 195
Additional DISA Strategy documents that will guide DoD cyberspace warriors include the 2011
DoD Information Technology Enterprise Strategy and Roadmap, the 2012 DoD Cloud
Computing Strategy, and the 2012 DoD Mobile Device Strategy V2.0.
As discussed previously, because cyberspace largely facilitates the transmission of
information, all areas of the US government are concerned and involved to varying degrees.
Executive Departments including the Department of Homeland Security (DHS), Department of
State (DOS), Director of National Intelligence (DNI), and the Department of Justice (DOJ) have
significant roles and responsibilities in cyberspace. Accordingly, there is a large body of strategy
documents reflecting those roles and responsibilities, which are mentioned but not reviewed here
do to scope. DoD individuals involved in cyberspace operations who interact with other
government agencies will find relevant cyberspace strategy information in the following noncomprehensive list: the 2010 Quadrennial Homeland Security Review, the 2011 DHS Blueprint
for a Secure Cyber Future, the 2009 National Infrastructure Protection Plan (which assigns DoD
responsibility for the Defense Industrial Base (DIB), the 2010 Quadrennial Diplomacy and
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Development Review, the 2009 National Intelligence Strategy, the 2009 National
Counterintelligence Strategy, and the Department of Justice Strategic Plan. Other whole of
government strategies that are relevant to cyberspace operations include the 2011 National
Strategy for Trusted Identities in Cyberspace and the 2012 National Strategy for Global Supply
Chain Security. The Department of Energy and the Department of Treasury are also significant
stakeholders and address cyberspace issues to some degree in strategy documents.
While cyberspace policy abounds, Congress has been less successful in efforts to produce
cyberspace legislation. Two cybersecurity bills were introduced but failed to pass Congress in the
last two years. The legislative front is a contentious one based on the fact much of the activity in
cyberspace is conducted by private entities on commercial infrastructure. Defense of public
cyberspace issues date back to the 1980s when the breakup of AT&T combined with the 1986
Computer Security Act eliminated direct government mechanisms for assuring security of the
diverse US information infrastructure. 196 Deliberate weakness was built into the 1986 bill which
hamstrung the US government regarding regulating cybersecurity in the commercial sector.
During the 1990s, the Clinton Whitehouse promoted policies fostering wide availability of the
information infrastructure with little regard to implementing security provisions, while on the
other hand acknowledging the threats posed to it via many of the studies and policy documents
released during that period. By the mid-1990s, recognition of cyberspace vulnerabilities reached
the level of importance to attract Executive and Congressional attention. A RAND Corporation
study, a National Defense Panel study for Congress, and a Government Accountability Office
(GAO) report all addressed the cybersecurity issue, which the news media then took up. At the
same time, warnings emerged in books by several authors including well known futurists, the
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Tofflers. As for policy, cyberspace vulnerabilities were listed a risk to national security in the
1996 National Security Strategy. 197 The GAO identified government information security as a
high-risk area in 1997, and in 2003 expanded it to include vulnerabilities of critical
infrastructures. 198
Gregory Rattray warned in 2001 that concerns regarding diminished economic
opportunities and civil liberties would severely constrain the ability of political authorities within
societies like the US to take strong steps to establish cyberspace defenses. 199 The legislative issue
remains in very much the same state more than a decade later, evidenced by the failure of the
2012 Cybersecurity Bill (SCB). The proposed 2012 SCB initially included mandatory security
standards for businesses involved with critical cyber infrastructure. Business groups lobbied
against this regulatory measure and many public interest groups joined them over individual
privacy concerns. Even after the security standards were made voluntary, resistance persisted and
the bill was killed. 200 While Congress may recognize the need to act and American business may
want some government help on cybersecurity, efforts in the legislative arena have thus far failed.
President Obama has weighed in to push the issue forward, using Executive Order to enact the
measures of the failed cyber bill, but the executive order does not carry the legal weight of
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legislation. To emphasize this point, General Alexander in March 2013 Senate testimony urged
lawmakers to move forward on cyber legislation. 201
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APPENDIX C: INTERNATIONAL EFFORTS TO ESTABLISH CYBERSPACE NORMS
The attempts of the international community to establish norms in cyberspace go back to
the 1990s according to Tim Maurer who conducted an examination of such policy initiatives at
the UN for Harvard’s Kennedy School in 2011. 202 He traces two basic threads being pursued in
diplomatic and bureaucratic arms of the UN: norms for politico-military issues or cyber warfare,
and norms for economic issues or cybercrime. These threads serve as a useful framework to
examine work on the development of cyberspace norms.
The transnational, borderless nature of the Internet is the impetus for nations’ to seek normative
behaviors in cyberspace. 203 In the diplomatic arena, the Russian government’s proposal of a
cyberspace arms control resolution, introduced in 1998 and every year thereafter, initiated
attempts to build international norms. Early resolution proposals were rejected by the US.
Editorials suggested the US was opposed to the initiative because it was viewed as a way to
constrain or reduce the perceived US advantage in cyber operations, because the initiative was
focused on restricting free speech, and/or because Russia/China could circumvent the treaty by
use of third parties (e.g. the aforementioned citizen hackers). 204 The Russian proposal started to
gain wider acceptance in 2006, and in 2010 the US reversed stance and co-sponsored the latest
version of the draft resolution.
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Bureaucratic elements of the UN are also pursuing establishment of norms in cyberspace.
An important factor in this space is the International Telecommunication Union (ITU). The ITU
is charged with “building confidence and security in the use of information & communications
technology,” and backs two forums, the Global Cyber Agenda (GCA) and the International
Multilateral Partnership Against Cyber Threats (IMPACT). The GCA engages international
stakeholders to advance establishment of cyberspace norms based on five lines of effort: legal
measures, technical and procedural measures, organizational structures, capacity building, and
international cooperation. 205 IMPACT is the cybersecurity execution arm of ITU and provides
expertise, facilities and resources for member states (193) to address cyber threats.206 Maurer
concludes that developments like these indicate norm emergence is taking place within the
UN.

207

Two significant norm building initiatives outside the UN also illuminate recent work to
establish international politico-military and economic norms. These initiatives are the Tallinn
Manual, which addresses issues of war and international law, and the Budapest Convention on
Cybercrime. The Tallinn Manual is a NATO Cooperative Cyber Defense Center of Excellence
publication released in 2013 examining how international law applies to cyberspace and warfare
in particular. The manual is the result of a three-year study by an international group of experts
and consists of rules and commentary reflecting international law in the cyberspace context. The
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manual rejects “cyberspace as a distinct domain subject to a discrete body of law,” the
implication being International Law can be applied to cyberspace by identifying and applying
relevant legal principles. 208 The manual examines legal concepts of warfare including use of
force, armed attack, right of self-defense, etc. The manual does not in itself establish norms but
provides a body of work that may serve as a basis for international legal norms in cyberspace
which contribute to stability and resolution of conflicts. The Budapest Convention on
Cybercrime, completed in 2001, was produced by the Council of Europe in an effort to pursue a
common criminal policy aimed at the protection of society against cybercrime. 209 The convention
contains articles that describe categories of cybercrime, prescribe legislative measures adopting
states will use to investigate and prosecute the crimes, and rules for international cooperation and
mutual assistance. 210 Twenty eight countries had ratified the convention and 100 countries use it
as a guideline, reference standard, or model law as of 2010. 211 Russia failed to ratify the Budapest
Convention on Cybercrime due to the document condoning cross-border searches by foreign law
enforcement agencies. Ongoing debate centers on whether the Budapest Convention should be
adopted as a global convention. 212 The UN Economic and Social Council produced the position
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that existing UN Conventions combined with the Convention on Cybercrime as well as the 13
universal instruments against terrorism provide the framework and legal basis for dealing with
economic fraud and identity-related crime. 213 Significant actors are thus working to establish
international norms for cyberspace. Commentaries on the both the Tallinn Manual and the
Budapest Convention on Cybercrime suggest that there is much more work to be done.
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APPENDIX D: THE ROAD TO A SEPARATE AIR FORCE
“…the security of this country and the maintenance of world peace demand that our
military establishment include a coequal component devoted exclusively to the problems
of the air-to their exploration and their solution-to assurance of control of the air over our
country and, if necessary, over that of an aggressor.”
-General Hap Arnold
The Aviation section of the Signal Corps was established in August 1907. 214 It was less
than six years later in 1913 when Representative James Hay, chairman of the House Committee
on Military Affairs proposed a bill that would establish a separate Air Corps as a line component
of the Army. This attempt was too early in the development of airpower and was opposed by
nearly all those who testified, from young fliers to the Assistant Secretary of War, in hearings on
the topic. 215 Another legislative attempt occurred in 1916 by Representative Charles Lieb of
Indiana who introduced a series of bills to create an autonomous Department of Aviation. The
debate during this attempt was between ground officers who viewed the airplane as extension of
traditional communication and observation means and air officers who were focused on the
potentialities of airpower. 216 The generals that weighed in did not see a role for airpower other
than to augment and support ground forces. The generals’ rank and influence won out and several
were even incensed by the brashness of the aviators to the point Secretary of War Newton Baker
launched an investigation into their behavior. 217
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The outbreak of WWI brought the first major test of US airpower. Colonel Billy Mitchell
served as General Pershing’s Chief of the Air Service, First Army, during the war. 218 His
experiences there led to concepts for employing airpower that would underpin his post war
crusade for a separate Air Force. These lessons included the principles of concentration of force,
priority of counter-air action (air superiority), and centralized control of air forces by an air
commander. 219 Mitchell was the bright and brash advocate for airpower after WWI, whose
vociferous methods were not well received by Army leadership. General Hap Arnold would later
comment that General Mitchell’s doctrine was basically sound but his tactics were not very
shrewd. 220 Mitchell’s attempt to end around the Army Generals who stood in the way of his
separate Air Force vision would end poorly.
The initial post war attempt to establish a separate air force occurred in summer 1919
when Representative Charles F. Curry introduced a bill to establish a Department of Aeronautics.
The bill envisioned a single organization that would sweep in all military aviation from the Army
and Navy as well as control postal aviation and aircraft development and procurement. Greer
describes the negotiations for this bill as “an all-out struggle for independence by leading officers
of the air arm.” 221 As part of the debates, Secretary of War Newton Baker directed Assistant
Secretary of War Benedict Crowell to study aviation problems and how Allied powers had dealt
with them in WWI. The Crowell Group recommended a centralized Air Service under a Secretary
for Air. Secretary Baker released the study, publicly opposed the findings of it, and promptly
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established another board to examine the advisability of a separate department of aeronautics
composed of non-flying Major General Menoher, Director of the Air Service, and four artillery
officers. The Menoher Board counseled against an independent air arm on the basis that air action
could not prove decisive against ground forces and would violate the principle of unity of
command. Secretary Baker apparently preferred this report as he stamped his approval and
forwarded it to the Senate Committee on Military Affairs. 222 This incident of a policy maker
unhappy with a commission report orchestrating another investigation was repeated in subsequent
years. At the same time, General Pershing additionally enlisted a study of lessons from WWI,
known as the Dickman Board. This Board concluded that “nothing in the war indicated that air
activities could be conducted independently of ground troops so as to affect materially the
outcome of the struggle.” 223 This lent to the General’s view and advice to Secretary Baker that a
separate air arm was inadvisable. Secretary of the Navy Josephus Daniels and Assistant Secretary
Franklin D. Roosevelt were also hostile to the idea of a separate air arm. Some in the Navy
publicly declared in an unsigned position paper that those advocating for a separate air arm were
either naïve or rank hungry opportunists. 224 The result of this go around was the formal
designation of the Air Service within the Army as a combatant arm. However, it did not alter any
command relationships that existed.
The debates, reports and legislation efforts surrounding a separate air arm continued in
the 1920s, meeting similar resistance. Brigadier General Mitchell conducted a public crusade
during this period, while at the same time more moderate air leaders looked for ways to maximize
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airpower offensive capabilities within the current construct. Arguably the most successful and
temperate of these others was Major General Mason Patrick who served as Chief of the Air
Service, AEF, in WWI and Chief of the Air Service from 1921-1927. A Pershing classmate and
Corps of Engineering officer, Patrick embraced his role as Air Service leader, gaining both his
flight certificate and currency in airpower doctrine developments. 225 Rather than a separate force,
Patrick lobbied for the power levers behind an effectively separate air arm and did so in terms his
fellow line officers could relate too. He primarily sought the ability to shape the size and type of
aircraft acquisitions, the independent budgeting authority to control that process, and the
command authority for centralized control of air forces necessary to concentrate force effectively.
He made logical airpower employment arguments in the subtext of a war fought by all combat
arms branches vice arguing that airpower could outright win a conflict. In addition, he framed the
organization he envisioned as similar to the Marine Corps’ relation to the Navy, which likely
made his initiatives more palatable and harder to refute outright.226
The backdrop to Major General Patrick’s initiatives was a wide open and divided debate
in the civilian institutions that made policy and law. In 1924 the House Military and Naval
Affairs committees commissioned a study on the question, known as the Lampert Commission.
The Lampert Commission recommended a unified independent air force, tasked to support the
Army and Navy as required, assistant secretaries for air in the War, Navy and Commerce
departments, and a Department of National Defense to coordinate the armed forces’ efforts. 227
While the Lampert Commission was underway, the Secretaries of War and Navy requested
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President Coolidge launch a separate study. That group was known as the Morrow Board. After
conducting research, the board released findings counter to the Lampert Commission including
advising against a separate department of air and against a Department of Defense. Further, the
Morrow Board released their report two weeks before the Lampert Commission in November
1925 and drew the lion’s share of attention to their findings as a result. At the same time,
Brigadier General Billy Mitchell was waging a public relations campaign to forward strategic
bombing theories and lobby for a separate Air Force. Unfortunately, to draw attention, Mitchell
increasingly used inflammatory claims that he could not fully prove and which drew the ire of
Secretary of War Weeks as well as drawing the displeasure of President Coolidge. Mitchell’s
clashes with leadership resulted in a loss of his position, return to the grade of Colonel, and
transfer out of Washington DC to Texas. In Texas, he continued to press for change. The
language in his press releases moved toward accusing superiors of negligence and of possibly
intimidating congressional witnesses. Mitchell was eventually brought before courts martial in
late 1926, found guilty of conduct prejudicial to good order and discipline, and effectively forced
to resign. In his biography on Mitchell, Alfred Hurley speculated that Mitchell’s court martial
was a necessary cathartic event that served to focus Presidential Coolidge’s Administration on
many of the Airpower advocates’ issues. 228 The rancorous debate continued until Congress
passed the Air Corps Act in July 1926. The act created an Assistant Secretary of War responsible
for air matters, an air section in each division of the General Staff, command of flying units by
rated officers, and a five-year Air Corps equipment and personnel expansion program. While the
debates in the 1920s brought some changes, the political and economic climate at the time was
not conducive to radical changes in the military organizational structure. The Air Corps Act
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would quiet the debate for nearly a decade and the War Department generals and Navy admirals
were seen as the victors in this round. 229
Debate resumed in the 1930s and incremental progress towards independence was
achieved based on recommendations of two inquiries known as the Drum and Baker boards. The
result of recommendations was the establishment of GHQ Air Force, giving an airman
operational control of air units. Prior to this, Air Corps units had been under the command of
Army Corps area commanders. The Chief of the Air Corps continued to be responsible for
acquisition, personnel, training, and doctrine. 230 Under this structure, the Chief of Staff of the Air
Corps and the GHQ commander reported separately, but equally, to the War Department. 231 The
organizational change was important in that it put control of Airpower capabilities under an
airman, but it remained an incremental organizational change and had serious flaws. Perhaps the
most significant flaw was the fact control of the means (equipping) was in different leadership
hands than control of the ways (training).
Foreshadows of World War II prompted President Franklin Roosevelt to conduct a huge
buildup of the military and provided impetus for the next significant organizational change, but
would put outright independence on hold. 232 The Army Air Forces (AAF) were established on
June 20, 1941. General Hap Arnold became the single commander for air, over the Chief of the
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Air Corps and a redesignated GHQ. Wartime planning efforts combined with the support of
General Marshall led to the elevation of General Arnold to full membership on the US Joint
Chiefs of Staff. A further reorganization ordered by General Marshall in 1942 established the
AAF as coequal with Army Ground and Service Forces. 233 Herman Wolk suggested that
acceptance of Hap Arnold and his staff in the highest joint planning councils was tacit acceptance
of the air arm as an equal to the Navy and Army. 234
Discussions for post war reorganization of the military occurred while the war was
ongoing. Arguments about organization focused on unity of command and the minimization of
inter-service parochialism. The two threads devolved from difficulties during the war getting the
services to act in an integrated manner and fear of unproductive competition for resources during
the expected post war draw-down. A significant report was penned by a committee commissioned
by the Joint Chiefs of Staff. The committee majority recommended an independent Air Force as
well as a National Department of Defense to be led by a civilian. 235 Notably the senior Navy
member of the committee opposed the recommendations. Admiral Richardson opposed the Air
Force idea for fear of losing the Navy’s air arm. In addition, other leading admirals opposed a
unified department of defense on grounds it was too large to be manageable and would diminish
the influence of the Navy. 236 It is interesting to note that Army leaders, after over two decades of
examination and compounding incremental changes were willing to accept an independent Air
Force. Navy leaders, on the other hand, who didn’t experience the same incremental changes
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within their Service, remained extremely resistant to the idea even as World War II was coming
to a close. Army leaders also had years of practice splitting the budget between land and air
forces, another fact the Navy was not subject too since it had independent budgeting mechanisms
through the Department of the Navy.
General Hap Arnold played a pivotal role in the interwar and post war debates. Two key
factors contributed to the effectiveness of his advocacy for a separate Air Force. The first factor
was his position and wartime performance on the Joint Chiefs of Staff. He not only had a peerlevel seat at the highest military tables, he also had credibility with the leaders who had the power
levers necessary to shape the post-war military organizational structure. Second, Gen Arnold
could use wartime Airpower experiences as vignettes to support his arguments. He could leverage
events such as the surrender of Japan after the nuclear bombings to illustrate the strategic impact
of airpower. In addition, he could leverage the strategic planning his staff, essentially co-equal to
their Army and Navy counterparts, were able to accomplish after the 1942 reorganization. 237
Demonstrated wartime successes carried far more weight than prewar hypotheticals in the
ongoing debate for a separate Air Force.
The post war debate pitted nearly all sides against Navy resistance. The Air Force idea
had powerful advocates in the evolved debate. General Eisenhower was a convert to both the
ideas of a separate Air Force and a unified Department of Defense arguing in their favor before
the Senate. President Truman favored the ideas as well and strongly advocated for a unified
department of defense in which an Air Force would be an equal to the Navy and Army. The Navy
civil and military leaders continued to work in opposition to both ideas for fear the Army would
subsume the Marines, the Air Force would walk away with naval aircraft, and a Defense
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Secretary with appropriate power could intervene in their budgeting process; all significantly
diminishing Navy power. 238 Despite being charged by the President to resolve remaining issues,
Secretary of War Patterson and Secretary of the Navy Forrestal could not work out differences on
the post war defense structure. President Truman grew frustrated and ordered them to draft the
legislation, dictating that it would include three military departments and a Department of
National Defense headed by a civilian secretary. They went back to work to comply with the
President’s direction and the final result was the National Security Act of 1947 which created a
separate Air Force (and Department of Defense) after decades of study, debate, and politicking.
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APPENDIX E: CYBERSPACE RESPONSIBILITIES IN THE US GOVERNMENT
Cyberspace responsibilities are spread across the government and significant players
reside outside of the Department of Defense. The Department of Homeland Security (DHS) has
been assigned the responsibility to act as the coordinator for the overall national cyber security
effort. In addition, DHS will defend civil executive branch information and communication
systems (.gov domain), coordinate defense of privately owned and operated elements of the US
Critical Infrastructure, and assist subordinate governments (state, local, tribal) to secure their
information systems. 239 Within the Department of Justice, the FBI has responsibility to
investigate cyber-based terrorism, espionage, hacking, and fraud. 240 The Department of Energy
and the Secret Service also have some degree of responsibility for defending the nation in
cyberspace. 241 The fact that cyberspace responsibilities are spread across government agencies
means significant coordination between these organizations and the DoD will be vital for the
execution of an effective defense of the US in cyberspace.
The DoD is responsible for fighting the nation’s wars and defending the country. The
borderless, largely civilian characteristic of cyberspace in the US complicates the defense task,
which is facilitated by many agencies outside the DoD as noted above. General Alexander in
recent testimony indicated, however, that if entities within the US were attacked in cyberspace,
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“then Cybercom would step in.” 242 DoD also has the responsibility for protecting military
networks (.mil).
The Office of the Secretary of Defense (OSD) has responsibility for direction, policy and
oversight of military forces and several OSD elements have a major role in cyberspace. The
Assistant Secretary of Defense for Global Strategic Affairs (GSA) is responsible for overall DoD
Cyberspace strategy and policy and works for the Under Secretary of Defense (USD) for Policy.
The USD for Policy co-chairs the Cyber Integration Group, a governance mechanism that assigns
actions across DoD to accomplish the Defense Strategy for Operating in Cyberspace.243 The
Assistant Secretary of Defense for Networks and Information Integration/Chief Information
Officer is responsible for ensuring DoD information and information technologies are available
and dependable. 244 DoD Agencies also have responsibilities in cyberspace. The Defense
Advanced Research Projects Agency is responsible for conducting research in order to create and
prevent strategic surprise. 245 The Defense Information Systems Agency provides, operates, and
assures information capabilities and the global enterprise information infrastructure. 246 The
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National Security Agency/Central Security Service protects national security systems and
produces foreign signals intelligence information. 247
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APPENDIX F: SERVICE COMPONENT CYBER ORGANIZATIONS
Major General Suzanne Vautrinot currently leads the Air Force Cyber Component and is
dual hatted as both the 24th Air Force (24 AF) Commander and the Air Force Cyber Command
(AFCYBER) Commander. 24 AF/AFCYBER has three roles including providing forces to
USCYBERCOM, to operate and defend the Air Force Portion of the DoD network, and to
organize, train, and equip USAF cyber personnel. Subordinate cyber elements include the 67th
Network Warfare Wing, the 624th Operations Center, the 688th Information Operations Wing,
and the 689th Combat Communications Wing. The organization consists of 17,000 total force
personnel and contractors executing full spectrum cyber operations.
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Lieutenant General Rhett Hernandez currently leads the Army Cyber Component. He is
dual hatted as the 2nd Army Commander and the Army Cyber Command (ARCYBER)
Commander. ARCYBER/2nd Army is responsible for network operations and defense of all
Army networks, and conducts cyberspace operations in support of Full Spectrum Operations.
Subordinate cyber elements include the 9th Signal Command and the 1st Information Operations
Command. 249 The organization consists of more than 21,000 Army Soldiers, civilians, and
contractors worldwide. 250
Vice Admiral Michael Rogers currently lead the Navy cyber component. He is dual
hatted as the 10th Fleet Commander and the US Fleet Cyber Command Commander. The 10th
Fleet mission is to execute full spectrum of cyberspace, electronic warfare, information
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operations, and signal intelligence capabilities across cyberspace, the electromagnetic spectrum,
and Space domains. Fleet Cyber Command is also responsible for networks and cryptology in
support of forces afloat and ashore. The command consists of 14,000 Sailors and civilians at more
than twenty commands dispersed worldwide. 251
Lieutenant General George Flynn leads the Marine cyber component known as
MARFORCYBER. MARFORCYBER will plan, coordinate, integrate, synchronize and direct
full spectrum Marine Corps cyberspace operations, defense and offense. Subordinate
organizations include the Marine Corps Network Operations Security Center (MCNOSC); and
the Marine Corps Cryptologic Support Battalion’s (MCSB) Company L, which will consist of
800 personnel when filled out. 252
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